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PREFACE
Ho biography has yet been written about the man who
founded the City of Stockton, the first Californian town with
an English name\ a city which in 1851 was under considerp
ation to become the state capital.
Little is known about the personal life of Charles M.
Weber whom Erwin G. Gudde calls "next to Sutter the most
notable German pioneer during the transition period of Californian history".
Charles Weber was one of the first Germans to come
to California by the overland route.^

His accomplishments

as a eity founder and a city builder are lasting.

However,

today they are taken for granted by more than 98,000

"^George H. Tinkham, A History of Stockton. (San Fran
cisco; W. M. Hinton & Co., 1880) p. 2.
^Andrew F. Rolle. California (New fork: Thomas Y.
Crowell Company, 1965), p. 257.
Erwin G. Gudde, German Pioneers in Early California
(Hoboken, N. J., 1927) p.22.
^Rockwell D. Hunt, John Bldwell. Prince of California
Pioneers, (Caldwell: Idaho, The Caxton Printers, Ltd., 1942),
p. 86. "Before the arrival of Bidwell there had found their
way to California from 100 to 150 white foreigners, American,
English, Scotch, Irish, - but no German"; Johann Augustus
Sutter, born in Kandern, Baden, Germany, on February 28, 1805,
arrived in 1839 on the Pacific Coast, i.e. not overland, cf.
Rolle, op. citi, p. 174.

inhabitants of the City of Stockton, the rapidly growing

5

center of San Joaquin County.

Col. F. T. Gilbert and George H. Tinkham, both con
temporaries of Charles Weber, included sketches of Charles
Weber's life in their works.^

Weber himself was not a

writer, and he did not like to have others write about him.
He sent away the representative of Bancroft who asked for
information on his life for use in the Chronicles of the

7

Builders of California.

Mr. J. T. Aungst, by compiling all information availQ
able in hie thesis Charles M. Weber. Pioneer, came closest
to writing a biography of Charles Weber.

Mr. Aungst states,

however, that
n-:iwt in his History of San Joaquin County,

sLi^atSa^srsss sswsssftas self. 9

50ity of Stockton Planning Office: Population estimate
of January 1965. 95,000; of January 1966, 97,745.
Col. P. T. Gilbert, oj>. £lt., (Oakland. Calif.:
Thompson & West, 1879), and Tinkham, 0£. cit.
6Cf

7j. T. Aungst, "Charles M Weberj^-eer^(unpublished
Master's thesis, University of the Bacmc,
p. ix.

Q Aungst,

op• citL

^Aungst, op. cit., P-

About the youth of Charles Weber Mr. Aunget stateo:
I feel that a few remarks should be made ... in
respect to the early period of Weber's life. Of neces
sity the details are meager, being based on a limited
amount of available material.1©
Mr. *uhgst was told by George H. Tinkham that he re
gretted not to have asked Charles Weber about his youth in
detail.11
iurther, Mr. Aungst states:
Weber's daughter and grandchildren have furnished no

£°Set£on1e«e™ ^Xothe^aterXl on this period.12
A book recently published by the friends of the
Bancroft library, Captain Charles M. Weber. Pioneer of the
San Joaguin and Founder of Stoskton,

^a.^furnishes no

Oalifo

additional information on Charles Weber's youth.

It dis

cusses, however, extant manuscripts in

L L/ J- kA •

13Seorge

•

P. Hammond and Dale

Bancroft Library, 1966), P«

IM

""^Founder of Stockton,
of

'When the book was
"Hammond and Morgan,nfi£-t|ribe Bancroft litrary^akinfi
the writs
mQnuscripts• A let
for permission to studyth
Hutchins» DJpaTi®e°eque3t,
mendation from Professor Bago
attached to the reque
of
P
History» University
. ^cess to the material,
but she was not allowed access

V i i

What, then, was the childhood and youth of the young
German who arrived in Mew Orleans, Louisiana, in the winter
of 1836?

What, besides a spirit of adventure, made him leave

his home country?

It has been possible to find a few answers

to these questions, enough to learn more about the founder of
Stockton, and enough to understand him better, yet not enough
to trace his life uninterruptedly from his birth to his
arrival in the new world.

However, the study will enable

the reader to come to conclusions regarding the possible
reasons why he and his family kept the past in the dark, and
why they covered a veil over the youth of a man, which, uncovered, would do much to brighten the picture, and to assist
in the understanding of his often inexplicable mood and
temper.
While little help was given by California authorities
or institutions—except for a few individuals who attempted
to be of assistance—much gratitude must be expressed to
numerous German officials: first of all Dtudienrat Pfarrer
Karl Fischer of Homburg, Blirgermeister Kuhn of Hornburg,
Pfarrer Otto Lassig of Steinwenden, Fraulein Gisela Ulrich oi
Steinwenden, Dr. Kurt Braun of Heiaatotelle Pfalz, Kaisers
lautern, Landrat Fried rich Ludwig Wagner of Landkreis
Kalserslautern, Dr. Paul Weber of Homburg, Dekan Kentmann of
Homburg, Herrn B. Macholz of Homburg, Dr. Eger of Kirchen

archiv Speyer, -Dr. Hans Wolfing of Gymnasium Bipontinum in
Zweibriicken, Justizrat Max Schuler of Zweibriicken, and many
other individuals whose guidance and advice proved valuable.
The assistance of Ilka Maria Hartmann both in the Palatinate
and in New Orleans, Louisiana, was much appreciated and
deserves special mention.
All of the above have shown an interest in finding
out the historical truth about the story of a young German,
displeased with conditions at home, who wanted to live and
work in a better world.

His childhood and youth spent in

troubled times in Germany from 1814 to 1836 made Charles
Weber the man he was.
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CHAPTER I
GERMANY BETWEEN 1814 AND 1836
I.

1814

TO

1820

The period of German history which began after Napo
leon's defeat in 1813-1814 has been called poor in events, 1
and dull; marked by censorship, repression, and the stultification of new Ideas. 2

This may be true if by -events" one

understands wars, revolutions, and major conflicts.

However,

it would be wrong to maintain that -nothing happened.
After 1814 Europe changed in a way which governments
could neither foresee nor control.

The most important

changes of this period were the gradual ones.

While after

1814-1815 the German society had become more modern, the
ruling houses had changed little in their system of govern
ment and administration.

It may even be said that after the

Congress of Vienna the princes, bached by Metternich's legi
timacy principle, felt secure enough to continue where they
had been interrupted by Napoleon I and his predecessors, the
French republicans#

Wo Mann, Deutsche Geschichte des D S U n z e h a a f . T e r zwangigsten .tahrtunderts, (FrankfSH am Main, 3. Piscne
lag, 1963)» P* 150.
^Marshall Dill, Jr., Germany, (Ann Arbor, University of
Michigan, 1961) p. 89.

2

For the Germanies, the Congress of Vienna ended in
June 1815 with the establishment of 39 individual states,
combined in a federation, with a Federal Diet.

The "Deutsche

Bund" was to meet in Frankfurt under the presidency of the
Austrian Ambassador.
Based on the Vienna decisions, the sovereignty of the
German states, which in fact had existed since 1648—the end
of the Thirty Years' War5— was now generally accepted and
considered to be in accordance with international law.

To

prevent French aggression, Prussia had receded land along
the Lower Rhine, the most important territorial change made
by the Congress.5

Besides, Prussia was given Swedish Pome-

rania and parts of Westphalia and Saxony.

According to

Austrian and Prussian wishes, Hanover was enlarged, while
other states were reduced in territory.

Control of the poli

tical world was back in the hands of the monarchs and their
advisors.
There .as a widespread distrust of revolutionary
ideas6 and, quite naturally, the diplomats resorted to the

^Frederick B. Art,. SsasiiSS
Peyo^uU^mi-ffi(New York, Harper Torch Books, 1934), p. j jihis the iost important settlement since 1648.
4Johannes

Hartmann, Das hesohlchtsbuch, (Frankfurt-Hamburg: Fischer Biicherei, 196 /» P»
•
^Artz, o£.cit., p. 114.

6Ibid.,

p. 115 .

concept of the balance of power after the overthrow of Napo
leon I, trying to establish a basis for a permanent European
peace.

The mass of the population in every state settled

back into the acceptance of the existing order.

Oppression

by the government, censorship of the press, and the arrest of
conspirators were generally not opposed, sometimes hardly
noticed. However, dissatisfaction grew among students and
army officers, the members of the nobility, and commercial
classes.

A deep gap existed between political rulers and the

7

intellectuals.

Soon it became obvious that the newly established
Deutsche Bund, which united the 59 German states and had the
King of England (for Hanover), the King of Denmark (for Holstein), and the King of Holland (for Luxemburg) as members,
was dominated by Austria, though only a portion of the
Austrian Empire was included.

There was no real executive,

no army, no system of local administration.

The Bund was de

finitely not what German patriots had dreamed of during the
War of Liberation.

It had become an instrument of Austrian

anti-liberal and anti-national policy upon the German nation.8
Groups of liberals and nationalists started to agitate against

7Mann,
8E.J.

o£. cit., p. 155.

Passant, A Short History of Germany. (Cambridge
England, University Press, 1959) p. 23.

the body, which had lost respect by those Germans who had
hoped for national unity and free institutions.
Within the German states the promises of constitu
tions given at the end of the war were only partially ful
filled.

The first state in Germany to receive a constitution

was Nassau (1814).

Grand Duke Karl August, the enlightened

friend of Goethe and Schiller, gave Sachsen-Weimar a consti
tution in 1816.

Bavaria, Baden, and Wiirttemberg followed in

1818 and 1819 respectively.

However, only in Wiirttemberg

was the constitution the result of an understanding between
the king and the people.

All other constitutions were

granted by the grace of the ruler.9

hone of these recognized

the sovereignty of the people.
In Prussia, a constitution had been promised by
Friedrich Vilhelm III in May 1815.

In 1817 it became obvious

that there was no immediate plan to keep the promise.10

Not

until 1823 was action taken toward the establishment of a
central parliament.

The liberals all over Sermany had been

hoping for Prussia to take the lead in modern political life.
In their disappointment they turned to the South German states
looking for action.

9koppel

S. Pinson, Modern Germany, lis
SS|2^"
ligation, (New fork, The MacMillan Company, 19i4), P^Artz, oj3. cit., p. 139*

5
The universities became the chief centers of dis
content.

The students, intoxicated by the War of Liberation,

had organized societies, called Burschenschaften, to overcome
segregation by states,

and to improve student morality.

The organization had been founded at the University of Jena
on June 12, 1815.12

The movement represented the political

awakening of the academic youth; it was a reaction against
the traditional student corps of German universities and
aimed at breaking down local allegiances, thus furthering the
national idea.
The events in Jena were followed by similar events at
the universities of Giessen, Heidelberg, and Erlangen.

In

many other South German universities Burschenschaften were
founded; however, in Northern Germany and in Bavaria and
Austria tins movement could not acquire a foothold.
The leaders of the various groups of Burschenschaften
kept in touch with one another and established a loose central
organization, which by 1816 was represented at sixteen univer
sities.

^•lrPhe slogan of the students was "HonorLiberty, and
Fatherland"; their goal national unity. Cf. Pinson, op. cit.
p. 63.
12*viedrich

Ludwig Jahn, the father of physical educa
te nn in Germany in 1811 submitted a plan for the formation
of Burschenschaften to the rector of the University of Berlin.
It was rejected.

6
The s t u d e n t s a t J e n a were p a r t i c u l a r l y a c t i v e .

Here,

the Grand Duke of Sachs en-Weimar p e r m i t t e d them t o meet, t o
d i s c u s s , and t o p u b l i s h f r e e l y .

They had revived t h e c o l o r s

of t h e War of L i b e r a t i o n v o l u n t e e r s , b l a c k , r e d , and g o l d , and
they even showed t h e i r b a n n e r s openly.

I n 1817 t h i s group a r 

ranged f o r a g a t h e r i n g o f a l l "Durschenschaftier* a t the Wartburg, n e a r Eisenach, t o promote "freedom and union," to be
13
held on October 1 8 , 1 8 1 7 .
About 400 s t u d e n t s from f o u r t e e n u n i v e r s i t i e s p a r t i c i 
pated i n t h e Wartburg F e s t i v a l , s i n g i n g Luther*3 hymns,
l i s t e n i n g t o speeches by p r o f e s s o r s from J e n a , burning books
a s well a s symbols o f m i l i t a r i s m and p o l i c e s u p e r v i s i o n .
The s i g n i f i c a n c e o f t h i s g a t h e r i n g l i e s i n t h e f a c t
that it was the first protest against the Vienna settlement of

1815.

The reaction of Prince Metternich came quickly.

He ha!

long heen suspicious of these student movements and was now
determined to act.

A plan was set up for the supervision of

students and professors at universities."

A year after the

Vartburg Festival, a "Burschentag" was held in Jena, and the
Allgemeine Deutsche Burschsnschaft was formed.

"October 18. " f / ^ a L ^ e S y
S g l # in'whlch^Napol® 0 1 1 was d e c i s i v e l y defeated
"^PinBon, 0 £ . c i t . » P -

7
At Glessen, the students were partly republicans.
Their leader was Karl Pollen, a liberal professor of law.

On.

of his followers, a student of theology, Karl Sand, in March

1819 stabbed August Friedrich Ferdinand von Kotzebue to death
in his home in Mannheim.

He was supposedly an agent of

^

Alexander I of Russia, and a traitor to the German cause.
Shortly after, at Nassau, a student attacked the head
of the local government.16
+
^ m«v 1820.
Karl Sand was executed in M y,

The murder of

Kotzebue led Prince Metternich to call a meeting of represen
tatives of the nine principal German states at Carlsbad,
and the diplomats drew up a series of decrees.

Theae

,
- Dlet in Frankfurt on September 20,
submitted to the Federal Diet
1819, and ratified without delay.
. , , that the Eurschenschaften and
The decrees provr^ ^ ^ disaolved, that each uni-

other student socio

^

^^
^
fQr

versity should have a sta

^Kotzebue

Ln\8ira«er;^ing;t£gr^

tlrectofof the
of Foreign
and Councillor of
"isches Wochenblatt
In his publication ItiSJj—j-JISerals.
campaigns agains
President
- rr tried to assassinate
•^The pharmacist Lonmt,
TOn Ibe11'

IVA co-planner of ^e

of Prussia*

es

d«re

was

Friedrich Wilheim III

8
the press be appointed.

Also, the Carlsbad conference re

sulted in a Federal Commission at Mainz which was to study
the discontent in the Germanies and to inform the governments
about unrest.

The commission was in existence for eight

18

years, and during this period tried 161 individuals.

The

Vienna Final Act (1820) included a general press censorship,
abolition of academic freedom, and persecution of the "dema*19
gogues.
The most active and thus most dangerous liberals
were imprisoned, exiled, or dismissed from their positions.
Friedrich ludwig Jahn, the "father of physical education",
was imprisoned.

Ernst Moritz Arndt, professor at Bonn, lost

his position and had to spend many years in exile or involun
tary silence.

Only in 1840 was he reinstated by Friedrich

Wilhelm IV.20

l8Artz,

0£. cit., p. 141.

19«The

Vienna Final Act signalized the triumph of the
•orces of reaction and put the final stamp on the repressive
ensures of the individual governments. Cf. Kurt F. uein
Seraany. 2000 Years, II,(New York: Frederick Ungar
liblishing Co.» 1962,) p* 457*
20Arndt,

the poet of the War of Liberation, had attacked
erfdom and totalitarianism in his writings.

9
To escape arrest, Joseph Gorres fled to Strassburg,
where he had to stay for eight years until he was appointed

21

a professor of history at the University of Munich in 1827.
Karl vom Stein was under police supervision.
fled to Prance.23

2

Ludwig Bbrne

Friedrich list, then a professor of Poli

tical Economy at the University of Tubingen, was dismissed,
after his sponsor, the liberal minister von Wangenheim, had
been suspended from office in connection with the Carlsbad
Decrees.

Shortly after, List was sentenced to ten months in

prison for "insubordination to institutions of the state,"
for submitting a plan for administrative reform.

He fled to

Strassburg, later to Switzerland, was imprisoned upon return
to Wurttemberg, and eventually left for the United States of
America.

24

founder of the newspaper Der Rheinische ^erkur,

tutional democracy.
z2Stein,

the able reformer, had been dismissed in 1808

by the Prussian Government.

the rS?snof men^later Sa"^ ofthf^adSl
Germany Movement.

„ £?& sm'25S-"SS~js sr-ssafor his accomplishments during his lifetime.

10
By 1820, the "dangerous" liberals had been silenced,
and the student movements dissolved.

Nothing concrete had

emerged from the Burschenschaften; but their greatest achieve-*""
ment was to increase the political awareness of the academic
youth and to provide a reservoir from which were drawn many
of the most active political leaders of Germany during the
next generation.
II.

1820

TO

1830

Both Austria and Prussia had openly shown their hosti
lity to liberty.

Resistance had gone underground.

The

Carlsbad Decrees had tightened the hold of the Hapsburgs on
every court in Central Europe.

Some of the South German

states, under the leadership of King Wilhelm of WUrttemberg,
had granted a constitution a few weeks after the Carlsbad
25
Decrees; an anonymous pamphlet
condemned the decrees and
suggested the establishment of a South German Confederation,
to include Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, and Baden, free from all
Austrian and Prussian influence.

Further attacks by King

Wilhelm followed, but eventually, upon request of the Mainz
Commission and several unmistakeable demands of Mettemich,

25 Artz,

0£. c i t . , p . 2 3 4 , m a i n t a i n s t h a t t h e p a m p h l e t
was written under the direction of King Wilhelm, and called
Manuscript from South Germany.

11
the King of Wiirttemberg was forced to back down, and the
Wiirttemberg Government assented to the renewal of the Carlebad Decrees in 1824.
Though threatened with prison and death, secret
societies and political parties began to form.

They hoped

for and demanded the abolition of aristocratic and clerical
prerogatives, and they were willing to fight for freedom of
speech, teaching, learning, and conscience, equality before
26
the law and security of their rights by a constitution.
The moderates thought of a modernization of existing institu
tions, the radicals leaned more or less toward a republic.
On October 18, 1820 a student group met in secrecy on
the Leipzig Battlefield at considerable risk to themselvee.
27
A 19-year—old student of theology, Karl August von Hase,
gave a speech addressed to the Youth of the Free Universities
of Germany, which indicated the emotional intensity of the
student movement and the willingness of its members not to
give up their goals, liberty and unification, even in "dark
hours."

Student groups camouflaged as "Junglingsbund

26Feise,

Ernst and Steinhauer, Harry, German Mteraturg
since Goethe. (Boston! Houghton Mifflin Company, 19p9/».
2^Hase

lived until io90 and was later a famous Protestan
theologian and historian.

12
(Young Men's Union) or "Tugendbund" (Union of Virtue) were
2g
founded and existed until finally suppressed in 1826.
Karl Follen29, in Swiss exile, was the head of a group of
radical students, the "Unbedingten," (the Unconditionals),
who maintained a loose organization at the South German uni
versities.

After 1827* a re-shaping of student unions took

place, on a non-political basis.
The surveillance of universities by the authorities
was such that students known as liberals, though not active
in unions, were kept in prison.
were jailed.50

Al3o suspected foreigners

In this respect, measures in Prussia were

almost as repressive as in Austria.

A large scale emigration

started after 1820; in the first years European countries
were preferred as a refuge by the emigrants, but then the
31
United States of America received the main flow.

28Leonard

Krieger* The German Idea of Freedom, (Boston:
3eacon Press, beacon Hill, 1957). Krieger has no doubt that
;he primary interest of the student unions was politics, and
fithin politics, radicalism.
29Cf.

p. 7.

50Artz,

op. cit., p. 235: The philosopher Victor Cousins
arrested in Saxony and later kept in jail in Berlin for
Lx months.
31From

1820 to 1870 a total of 2,500,000 Germans emigra
ted to the United States of America.

13
The decade from 1820 to 1830 was dominated by the
effects of the Carlsbad Decrees and the Vienna Final Act.

The

rulers cf the German states had surrendered their political
power to Austria.

On the surface Prince Metternich seemed to

have succeeded in his attempt to stamp out liberalism in
Germany.

While in Southern Europe revolutions were spreading,

the German states remained quiet.

The system of the Carlsbad

32
Decrees had maimed all mobile forces.

III.

1830

In July 1830, the workers and students in the City of
Paris arose against their Bourbon King, Charles X, who was
about to abolish the constitution.

Not to let matters deve

lop too far, the moderates acted fast, and after the flight of
Charles X selected as his successor Louis Philippe, a member
of the house of Orleans.

Europe took this act as an expres

sion of the end of Metternich's restoration, the end of the

32^,^ fl.hh.rHt. Handbuch der Deutschen Geschichte, III,

(Stutt/jpV on VeriagTTSSoT.
190

The Conference at Carlsbad had been attended by

jlSta^ea'f-lStrla, ^^^X^^ra^"
olIhrDe^ees'byatSe Federal Diet on September 9,

il« ££e them law.

The Vienna Final Aot^MayW.^in

creased the power of the Federal
provision of assistance
haw of the German states (e«g* y
P
"-intprnal dis—
of the Bund to individual states encounter g
turfcances.")

14
era of legitimacy, and even as a signal from France for a
33
34
general liberal revolt.
Sparks flew to other countries.
The month of August witnessed the revolution in
Brusselsr where the Belgians rose against the bureaucracy of
the King of the Netherlands.

The month of November saw the

uprising of the Poles against their Russian masters.

A few

months later the citizens of Rome quarreled with the Pope,
their old and outdated sovereign.

In England, the year of

1831 brought agitation for parliamentary reforms.

Great

excitement seized the younger generation in Germany when the
news of the revolution came from Paris.

A popular movement

^C

was set off in Germany.

At the end of the twenties, in the universities of
Erlangen, Giessen, and Jena there were still traces of the
Burschenschaft.

The liberals in the parliaments spoke with

greater freedom; writings of men like Rotteck and Welcker
helped to spread liberal ideas, but there was no organized,

^Mann, on. cit.. p. 132.
Louis L. Snyder, Documents of German History,
(New Jersey, Rutger's University Press, 1957J, P« 171.
Snyder calls the July Revolution in Paris epoch-making,
because it was a victory for the idea of revolution.
•^Krieger, on. cit.. p. 278.
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general movement which affected the outlook of all German
* +
36
states.
Enthusiasm rose for the war of liberation of the Poles.
The tone was more

radical than at the celebrations of the

Burschenschaft in 1817 and 1819•

The movement appeared to be

more international, pan-European, and less pro-German and
anti-French.

The direct effect, however, of the July Revo

lution in Germany was limited to reforms and newly granted
constitutions, and it left the political system of restora
tion untouched.
In general, the whole autocratic rule remained un
broken.^ The people in some areas demanded basic state laws;
the rulers of the Electorate of Hesse and the Kingdom of
Hanover granted constitutions in compliance with the modern
concept of state.

The King of Saxony appointed his nephew as

0£. cit., p. 277: of. Gebhardt, 2E-£lS-- P;11^
111: "A connected, uniform countermovement did not
•
may seem to be contradictory to the
conffderafootnote 35, however, Gebhardt explains that "the "iifed,
tion of the German states had stood sin~e
liberal and
fluence of a police-state-like suppression of &11 li»e:rai «
national forces". The latter had different succ
oQ ^ all_
various states, which hampered attempts to organ
German basis.
36Artz,

57Mann,

op. cit., p. 133.

•^Reinhardt, o£. cit., p. 526.

58Gebhardt,

o£. cit., p.
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a co—regent before approving of a constitution,

which was

granted in September .1831, and which resembled the South Ger
man constitutions.4^

The press spoke out with courage in

Bavaria, Wiirttemberg, and Baden; new elections in these
42
states added liberals to the Chambers.
A few isolated disturbances took place at various lo
cations.4-5

In Brunswick, open revolts took place against Duke

Earl, vhich resulted in his flight to France.

In 1823 the

duke had abolished the constitution of 1820, and forthwith

4^BUhler,

op,, cit.» p. 217.

41After

the appointment of his nephew Friedrich August
as a co-regent, the King went Into semi-retirement and did
not participate in the affairs of state any more.
42Artz,

pp. cit., p. 277; of. Buhler, op. cit., p. 218;
Gebhardt, op. cit., p. 112; Pinson, pp. cit., pTbO. The
most important liberal leaders in Baden were Karl Theodor
Welcker and Karl von Rotteck, both professors of history at
the University of Freiburg and deputies in the Baden diet.
Their publications Allgemeine Geschichte. 9 volumes (Rotteck)
and Staatslexikon (Velcker)*'served as a political text for
-tw0 generations of the educated classes of Germany,M com
mented Professor Theodor Heuss, first President of the Federal
Republic of Germany. In Wiirttemberg, Ludwig Uhland, Professor
of German Literature at the University of Tubingen, and Paul
Achatius Pfizer, a jurist in Tubingen, were the main liberals.
Uhland resigned from his position when the government did not
grant him a leave of absence to participate in the meetings
of the diet, of which he was a deputy. Pfizer was dismissed
because of his liberal publications. In Bavaria, King Ludwig I
was continuously attacked by the press for his intermingling
with affairs of the diet, which resulted in the press laws,
suppressing the freedok of the press. Georg August Wirth,
jurist and journalist, was forced to leave Munich.
^Artz, pp. cit *. p* 277.
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lived and ruled in a way which not only offended his subjects,
but also his uncle, Georg IV of England.44

Hie case had al

ready been pending in Frankfurt; a planned plot chased him
away.45
In December 1850 in Bavaria, students demonstrated in
Munich; police and the military disbanded them, only to see
them come back for four consecutive nights.

Rumors about re

volutionary students from Erlangen and Saxony on their way to
Munich filled the city, the interference of the troops became
harsher, many arrests took place, also of non-participants in
the demonstrations; the arrested were ill treated by both
police and the military.

The king closed the university until

March 1851 and ordered the students from other states to leave
Munich.

He saw in these outbreaks a confirmation of his sus

picion that a conspiracy against him was planned.

As a

counter action, the king re-introduced the censorship of the
press.46

44Biihler,

0£. cit., pp. 208, 215.

4~*Gebhardt,
46Btihler,

0£» cit., p. 110.

0£. cit., p. 220, quotes Ludwig Borne, who in
his Pariser Briefe stated: "Nothing is more comical than the
They
Wqy the German governments report on such outbreaks.
pretend not to be concerned, however, they are scared to death."
(The liberal opposition received the majority in the Bavarian
diet in January, 1851, immediately following the uprisings.)
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The students at almost all universities used every
good reason as an excuse for a public gathering or a festival*
Besides the activities of the press, these actions were the

most important expressions of liberalism.

The gatherings

took place partly to substitute for press activities which
had been suppressed.47
These gatherings were officially called to honor a
deputy, to celebrate an anniversary of political events, or
to commemorate the date at which a constitution had been
granted.

In 1831, students of the University of Heidelberg

celebrated the first anniversary of the Paris July revolution
in the ruins of the monastery at Limburg*^8
this kind were held in Baden.

Many meetings of

For the first time, members of
49

the lower middle class and of the crafts participated,

while the gatherings as such were organized by university
students and their academic leaders.
The most important and the most sizeable of these
meetings was to be the Hambach National Festival of which

47Biihler, o£. cit.. p. 222.
*8Ibid.. p. 223.
^Gebhardt, oj>. cit., p. 112.
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Snyder said:
The strong yearning of many Germans for liberal natio
nalism was indicated by the Hambach National Festival held
on May 27, 1832, ostensibly to celebrate the anniversary
of Bavaria•s constitution, but actually to stimulate li
beral sentiment. Twentyfive-thousand people, utilizing
every kind of vehicle for transportation, came fro®
Bavaria, Central Germany, Alsace, the Palatinate, Baden,
aSd Hesse-Darmstadt in a demonstration obviously aimed at
public opinion. 50

IV.

THE HAMBACH FESTIVAL

51
The festival had been planned since January 1832.
Anonymous pamphlets were published in April 1832, and preparatory meetings were held.52

A committee waa elected on

April 20, 1832, an official Invitation to meet "on the fifth
Sunday after Easter," on Hay 27, 1832, was published.

5

On

Hay 2, 1832, a private birthday party in Neustadt, the place
where the festival was to he held, developed into a demon
stration, in which the people of Neustadt participated in
54
large numbers.

^Snyder, 0£« cit., p» 172.
51Johannes BUhler,
W222' ^iUi*Shafen:
.lag Julius Waldkirch^l932), p. 5.
52ibid»» P*

.

Toasts like "Long live the Germans' freedom:n "long
live Dr. Wirth, long live Dr. Siebenpfeiffer,attracted
the attention of the police.

A shooting took place.

On May 7, 1832. it was reported that preparations
were in progress on the Hambach Schlossberg.57 The program
for the festival stated that the invitations had met with <-n
thusiasm and approval in the adjacent states, which led the
58

authorities in Munich to forbid the meeting.

The decrees

were supplemented by an order to forbid strangers to stay
over night in Neustadt or the surrounding communities during

55-rbid

Dr Wirth—cf.footnote 42—was the publisher of
Deutsche Tribune and Das liberate
ce
tTHSSbSrg, Saar, on November 23, 1B31, in °^^ 3 ^ o r n ln

secution by the M u n i c h police an
c,tudied Law i n Brlar .gen
November 1798 in Hof, Bavaria,
1620
He was a p e r s o n a l
and received his
7
?he a s s a s s i n o f Kotzefriend of Karl Ludwxg oand
.P
Drofesoor at a ur.iverbue. Wirth abstained from be
& academic freedom an I desity because of the i^^^^lisher, relir.quianirg hie
cided to work as a writer an P feiffer was born in 1761 in
D J: 8
career as a jurist.
L a w a nd became a c q u a i n t e d w i t n
s
t
u
8
l
Lahr, Ereisgau. He
f^ Freiburg. In 1618 he was 5 p i
both Welcker and Rotteck i ^ paiatinate. He published ln^
ted Landkommiesar in Hombu
v^rfwssung, b,erichtncrlr.ur.>
1823 a five-volume

J? ?f

and gesamten Verwaltung Hh—
56£uhler,

OP . cit., p-

^Ibid.. p. 86.
58Ibid.

JL

85-

-
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the time of May 26 to May 29, 1832.

The "Polizeistunde"^

for this period was changed to 8 p.m.., meetings in public
places and streets were forbidden.

The government of Bavaria

reported these measures to the governments of Baden, Heesen,
and Nassau, and the administrative bodies at Koblenz, Trier,
St. Wendel, and Birkenfeld, requesting them to publish the
60
restrictions locally.
The police and the customs authori
ties received orders not to let any students enter into the
county.
By these restrictions, the attention of the public
was aroused, thus creating an effect which the administration
had not anticipated.

The press objected to the decrees,

calling them "illegal",
In Munich, the King considered the expedition of a
63
military force to the Palatinate.

59Trans.rpolice hour, meaning the termination time of
gatherings in public, a kind of curfew.
^Buhler, o£. cit.. p. 866lIbld..

p. 87.

^The Neue Soevrer Zeitung was able to prove that the
laws cited were not in force for the areas in question. Other
laws cited could not be applied to the matter, thus they were
without legal effects.
^Biihler, o£. cit., p. 89i 1 Regiment of Infantery, 1
Escadrou of Cavalry, 1 Battery of Artillery, and 100 police
men were asked for.
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The local administration in landau, had received an
order to provide for the support of the troops.

The admini

strative head reported to Munich, however, that he could not
comply with this order, for the simple reason that no business
64
man was willing to supply the necessary foodstuffs.
A
meeting of the council had been called.
This led to a re-consideration of the situation by
the government in Munich.

An inquiry was submitted to explain

the meaning of the wording used in the "Program" of May 7,
65
1832, to "abolish inner and outer forceful powers,"
im
plying that in case of a satisfactory answer permission would
be granted to "celebrate the anniversary of the constitution."
The reply to the official inquiry turned out to be
satisfactory to the government in Munich,66

and on May 17,

1832, a decree was published stating that "under new circum
stances there were no more objections against the meeting on
67
part of the Government.

64Buhler,

65lbid.,

0£. clt., p. 89,

p. 90.

66This

was the version used by the government; bovfver
the State Minister Oettingen-Wallerstein eomoented on the
matter, saying that the reply was 'obstinate and in:no
y
satisfactory," but that the weaknesses in the decrees ha
been realized.
67Biihler,

o£. £^.» P* 90.
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On Sunday, May 27, the participants of the festival
gathered in Neustadt^® and formed a procession which moved
slowly toward the Hambach Castle, singing freedom songs,
carrying flags of many states and posters with inscriptions,
accompanied by the music of many instruments.*^ They num70
bered twenty-five to thirty thousand,
deputations were
from Rhenish Prussia, Baden, Hesse, Wurttemberg, Franken,
Bavaria, Saxony, Hanover, Westphalia, Frankfurt, Strassburg,
Paris and Poland.
Many speeches were given, the most important of which
was that of Dr. Wirth.71

In general, the meeting developed

into public-merry-making with different groups pursuing
different activities.
1832.

The festival lasted until June 1,

In the days following the main events on Sunday, two

meetings on May 28, 1832, deserve mention.

They were at

tended by approximately one thousand persons who elected

68
The county seat of heuetadt-Haardt is situated ap
proximately 10 miles from landau, 15 miles from Speyer, and
20 miles from Kaiserslautern, at a distance of 2 miles from
the Hambach Castle, a ruin on a mountain about 1200 feet
high. Cf. BuJhler, oj>. cit.. p. 97*^Cf. Appendix I; BUhler,. 0£. cit.. pp 98, 99.
70Artz,

op. cit., p. 277; local sources give a number
of 30,000 people.
71Cf.

Appendix II.
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deputies for further discussions from the various states*
Eighteen deputies, among them Dr. Wirth, Dr. Siebenpfeiffer,
and the jurists Dr. Schiller and Dr. Savoye, met to decide
upon a report on the festival and to prepare for the reaction
to be expected by the authorities in Munich, or by the Federal
Diet.72
The reaction came from Metternich and was quick and
cruel.7^

But also the German rulers were frightened.

The

oi

situation grew worse than before.

New waves of persecution
7«5
started after Hambach, more grim than after 1819.
Bavaria
T6
inflicted severe penalties on the orators of Hambach.
Public meetings and the wearing of revolutionary badges were
forbidden.

Dr. Wirth and Dr. Siebenpfeiffer were arrested

and sentenced to prison in 1833J many of the others, who were
connected with the festival in Hambach, fled to France.

Many

were kept under surveillancej edicts were renewed to control
the universities and the press.

72Buhler
#

Death sentences were given

o£. cit.. p. 118.

7^Feise-Steinhauser,

o£. cit., p. 6.

7^Artz,

0£. cit., p. 277.

7^Mann»

0£. cit., p. 134-

76Dill,

0£. cit.« p. 92.
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by the hundreds, and many of the persecuted lost their courage being locked up in penitentiaries and fortresses.77
After Hambach, Metternich was convinced that the
"pestilence of revolution" was once again spreading in Ger78
many.
He activated the forces of the Federal Diet against
it by the passing of the Six Articles of June 28, 1832.79 This
repressive legislation referred to Article 5 of the Vienna
Final Act of 1820 and assured the rulers of such states as had
parliaments the right to override their assemblies and denied
the right of any assembly to refuse the prince the income
requisite for carrying on the government or to pass legis80
lation prejudicial to the objects of the Confederation.
The Federal Diet also annulled the press laws of Baden and
forced the government to dismiss Rotteck and Welcker from
Q-j
their teaching positions.
German refugees appeared in many European capitals,
London, Brussels, Paris, and Zurich.

77BUhler,

Deutsche Geschichte. V, p. 224.

78Gebhardt,

op. cit... p. 112.

79Ihid..

cf. Passant, op. cit.. p. 23: "Metternich drew
up six articles after Hambach, which enlarged control of the
federal diet over internal affairs and pledged the rulers of
the German states to make no concessions to liberalism. Ba
varia and Wiirttemberg supported the 6 articles."
8^Artz,

op. cit.. p. 278.

8^Mann,

op. pit., p. 136.

Q

Many, and not the worst,

81Ibid.
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turned their back to Germany for good and went to America.
One out of every 40 Germans emigrated.8^

Whole families left

the German states, openly, if possible; secretly, if that was
safer.84

V.

THE FRANKFURT PUTSCH

On the evening of April 3, 1833 students from the Uni
versities of Heidelberg, Erlangen, Gottingen, and Wurzburg
made an attempt to seize the guard house in Frankfurt, plan
ning to raid the palace of the Prince of Thurn and Taxis and
to induce the banker Rothschild to give them money to finance
the "war.M

83

Many citizens of Frankfurt gathered around the stu
dents, but nobody joined the conspirators.

After a short

attack by a battallion of soldiers, the students disbanded,
86
and most of them were able to disappear in safety.
Rumors
caae

up, however, that the "Putsch" in Frankfurt was only to

^5-Riihier Deutsche Geschichte, p. 414; Reinhardt, op.
cit. p!51Qi
2,368,483 Germans mi
grated to the United States of America.
84Baecker und Engelmann, Die kurpfalzischen FgnUien

Hilgard und Engelmann., pp. 73-iOO.
85Artz,

0£. cit., P. 2?8i

88Biihler,

BUhler*

op. cit., p. 230.

££*

' p*

229'
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be the beginning, that a military revolt was planned in Vtirtteaiberg, as well as additional unrest, student riots, and so
on.

Consequently, in the middle of June, 1835 another inve87
stigation was started in Frankfurt.
Eighteen hundred persons were charged with revoluti
onary activities, among them almost all members of the Burschenschaft at twelve universities.88

The Royal Court in

Berlin sentenced 204 students for their participation, 39 of
them to he ex, ated.89

Friedrich Wilhelm pardoned four to

lifelong imprisonment, the others were to remain in prison
90
for thirty years.
Not only the Prussians proceeded in this manner.

The

Mayor of Wiirzburg, Bavaria, who had signed a petition for his
city in the first place, was forced to ask for pardon and to
express his regret in front of a picture of King Ludwig I of
Bavaria.

Be

besides—sentenced to a "first-degree" im91
prisonment in a fortress for an indefinite time.
was—

87Ibid.
88Ibld.,

cf. Gebhardt, op. cit., p. 112•

89Biihler,

op. cit., p. 230.

Most of the actual spiritual leaders of the plot
were able to flee to a foreign country-

Here, they reacti

vated their organisation by founding many secret societies,
such as the Deutscher Volksvereln, Bund der Oeachteten, Bund
der Deutschen,92 and also the "Young Germany" Movement.

VI.

YOUNG GERMANY

To oppose the older generation, ludwig Wierxbarg, Pro
fessor at the University of Kiel, had coined the term "Young
Germany," which was later used to identify any attempts to
observe and discuss social and political conditions criti
cally.93

The members of this group were against romanticism

and classicism, because they kept man's interest away from
daily life and politics, and against resignation and unrea
listic idealism.

They published their articles in magazines

and newspapers, thus creating the beginning of German journa
lism.

92Trans.:

German Folk Union, Union of the Outlawed, and
Union of Germane. Most of these collected money for refugees
and published pamphlets for distribution in^ermany. The
Union of the Outlawed had the principle of working tcrward
"political equality, liberty, moral and unity, social justice
first in the German lanas, then in uhe other coux
planet Earth. Cf. Biihler, 0£. cit., p. oO.
93Brnst

Alker, Deutsche hneraturgeschlcjite is 12- iS&f
hundert, (Stuttgart, Alfred Kroner Verlag, iyo2^ p.
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The Young Germany movement of the writers was not a
thoroughly organized union, but rather a group of writers
whose attitudes and beliefs were similar.

Antonina Vallentin

said about the group:
It was little more than a loose federation of liberal
writers, philosophers, and historians. It had no precise
aim nor even a common ideal, it was simply a group of
thinkers in revolt against the dull political and social
reaction which prevailed in Germany at that time. 94
These writers were affected by the "persecution of
demagogues," which started anew after Hambach and Frankfurt,
as they were professors and students.

The persecution of the

members of Young Germany began in 1835» when on November 14
Prussia forbade all publications of this group.

The Federal

Diet followed:
All German governments are obliged to persecute the
writers, publishers, printers, and distributors of the
literary school known as "Young Germany". 95
96
This decree made the name "Young Germany" official.
Consequently, the social and political opposition of the

•^Antonina Vallentin, Heine, Poet _iri Exile (Garden City,
New York: Doubleday and Company, 1956), p. 199.
95Walter Monch, Deutsche Kultur von der Aufklarung bis
zur Gegenwart. (Munchen: Max Hueber Verlag, 1962), p. 95.
9^In 1834, in Bern, refugees from Germany founded an or
ganization, which they called "Young Germany." After being
expelled from Switzerland, this group moved to London where,
however, it lost its importance. Cf. Biichner, o£. cit.., p.o55i
Pinson, 0£. cit., p. 65.
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Young Germany publications was of short duration. The po
lice of the German states succeeded in an almost complete
suppression.97 The revived Central Commission at Mainz
issued a blanket decree against all the publications of Young
98
Germany, including even reviews of their writings.
However, the great and permanent achievement of the
Young Germany movement was to bring social problems and class
criticism to the attention of the public by serious and pas
sionate efforts,^

They embodied the powerful drive of the

age for the application of ideals to practical activity, and
they illustrated its tendency to merge individual theories
into scholastic doctrines,Heine described his ideal

^Mdnch, op. cit., p, 95,
98Alker, op. cit,-. pp. 48-49; cf, Parke R. Kolbe, Die
Harzreise von Heinrich Heine, p. x, Foreword: Kolba said of
Heinrich Heine, the most significant of the Young Germany
writers: "As the years went on, the young, free-thinking
poet became a writer of political works, which were marked
with an equal license of thought and freedom of expression.
At that time free speech was a thing forbidden. As a result,
some of his books were confiscated, and their sale forbidden
in Germany. Disgusted at last by the narrowmindedness of
his countrymen, Heine emigrated to Paris, where he remained
until his death." Freise and Steinhauer, op. cit.. p. 6,
comment to the decree: "This law was directed against a nonexisting association of literary conspirators, the most im
portant of whom was supposed to be Heinrich Heine."

•^Alker, op. cit.. p. 49.
10^Krieger,

op. cit., p. 279.
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society as such:
We fight not for the natural rights of the people but
for the divine right of man: we wish to be no sansculottes,
no frugal burghers, no cheap presidents, but rather we are
setting up a democracy of equally glorious, equally holy,
equally blessed gods. 101

^•^Krieger, 0£. c i t . , p . 2 9 8 .

CHAPTER II
THE YOUTH OF CARL DAVID WEBER

I.

THE BIRTH

On Thursday, February 17, 1814a son was born to
Carl Gottfried Weber and his wife Henriette ne'e Geul (Gaul)
2

in Steinwenden, Landkreis Homburg.

It was the couple's

first childf and they called the boy Carl after his father

^From Tinkham, op. cit., to Hammond and Morgan, pp. cit..
the birth date has been given as February 16, 1814. Tinkham's
book was published while Charles Veber was still alive, but the
date was not corrected. Possibly Weber knew that his birth oc
curred when it was still February 16, 1814 in California, con
sidering the time difference. However, his crypt in the Catho
lic Cemetary in Stockton shows the inscription February 17, 1814.
2In

1814, "the village of Steinwenden belonged to the Land
kreis (trans.: county) Homburg; today it belongs to Landkreis
kaiserslautern•
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and David after his grandfather Devid Geul, a reformed Protes-

mt minister at Grossbockenheim.^

The father, a reformed Protestant minister, listed
the birth of his son in the Church Register, in his own
writing.

According to the register, Carl David Weber was tap-

tised on Sunday, February 27, 1014 with his mother's father
David Geul named as his godfather and his father's mother
Juliana Maria Weber named as his godmother.

II.

THE PLACE OF BIRTH

In 1814, Steinwenden, the birthplace of Carl David
,a village of about 320 Inhabitants, situated in
Wftbfir# was a viXJ-Q-S
»
tj
h6 half-way between Kaiserslautern and
the Landstuhler Bruch half way
7 T prehistoric times the broad valley ox the
Homburg
In
a pQKerful rlver. flowing
stuhler Bruch had been shaped Dy
""

~

.
. „ Taufregister, at LandeekirSteinwe^ e^t Apj.endlx m.
chen-Archiv Speyer, Rhei
5Kirchenbuch

4Ibid.

f +hp village of Stein• a from budgets of the vitiag
Figure obtained
wenden.
c

6Irans.: Landstuhl Swamps.
<=» wwa i_d 0£©1and € fc 6i ^
7Ihe name "^^"eToTel) from OW Hig* ~tle
nen," (trans.:
atones are the ruin- document ln 1195
first mentioned
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from east to west, washing out the area down to the Southern
rocks,8 which are now known as the "Sickinger Hohe"^. In
historic times, running water had disappeared, leaving a lake
of almost five square miles, the so-called "Woog."^"8

In spite

of slowly developing islands and land bridges the area was
largely uninhabited, thus a paradise for wild life of all
types.^
In 1745, planned drainage of the area was started by
having a three and a half mile long canal dug which led the
stagnating waters into brooks and streams.

Gradually, an

extensive drainage net developed, leaving marshy meadows
with a soil unfit for the cultivation of edible plants, vege
tables, or even grass for pastures.

The peat had to be re

moved, and the soil improved before the land could be used

80tto Germann, "Vom Lauf der Bache und Fliisse unserer
Heimat", in
ender fur Stadt- und Landkreis Kalserslautern, 1961,(Neuwied-Rhein, Gerhard Dokter, 1961), p. 41.

^Tr&ns.: Sickinger Heights.
100tto

Germann, "Das westpfalzische Stufenland und das
Landstuhler Bruch", in Heimatkalender 1964, p. 57; Gortner,
"Die. Bruchlandschaft wandelt ihr Gesicht", in Heimatkalender
1961 p. 60, refers to a map, Nova Descriptio Palatinatus
Rhenif by Janssen^ Amsterdam, 16301 which calls the woog
"Scheidenberger Woog."
^Otto Germann, 0£. cit., p. 58.
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agriculturally.

The experiments made at the Kameral-Hohe Schule in
Kaiserslautern, founded in 1774 by the Physikalisch-Okonomische Gesellschaft with the support of the Elector of the Palatinate,

helped to speed up the cultivation of the swamps.

Part of the former swamp was given to the college as an area
14
for their botanical and agricultural experiments.
Soon meadows, pastures, and fields for agricultural
use were won.

Fruit trees were planted, vegetables and

flowers raised, and wheat was grown in large quantities.

The

former swamp became the most fertile area in the county which
itself is situated in a most fortunate part of Western Europe,
where "spring starts early and a long lall brings numerous

12Ibid..

The top portion of the peat was lifted off and
used for floors of stables; the next layer, the so-called
"Torf-Erde" (trans.: peat soil) was highly valued as a ferti
lizer for agricultural use or for nurseries. The bottom
layer, the so-called "Brenntorf" (trans.: peat fuel) was cut
out by pointed spades in cube form, dried during the summer
in the sun and used for fuel. Below was a white sand layer,
called "silver sand," which was used mainly for gardens and
stables.
13Anton

Doll, "Die Geschichtliche Entwicklung dee Landin Monosranhie einer Landachaft, (Trautheim: rranz
Bathos Verlsg. 1961) p7 3
(trans,.: the Kameral-Hohe
SotalJ becLf paJt of the University of Heidelberg in 1784.

§V

•^Otto Lohr "Hatur und Landschaftsbild von KaiserslauGmbH., iy5-t), p. 140.
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sunny days."

Three rivers dominate the country, the Rhine

in the East, the Saar in the West, and the Moselle in the
North.

Uncounted smaller rivers, brooks, and streams flow

in the large valley, which is surrounded by mountains, adorned
with more than two hundred castles.
One hundred and fifty years ago, the marshy area sur
rounding Steinwenden was still covered with tule and housed
numerous fowl of all types; fish were plentiful and grew to
large sizes.

The forests adjacent to the former swamp were
1 fi

the largest in Germany,
roes, and hares.

and they were full of deer, stags,

Also the wild boar, the fox, the hog, the

marten, and the wild cat had their home there.

Wild horses,
17
sprung from Count Ludwig's stables, roamed the country.
In
sight of Steinwenden was the hilly Sickinger Hfihe with large
18
trees, mostly oak, beech, birch, ash, and spruce.

Pfalzischer Verkehrsverband, Die Pfalz am Rhein, n.p.
The climate in this area is supposed to be the most pleasant
in Germany. It is the largest wine growing district in Ger
many, and the climate even permits to grow tobacco.

i,udwig Wagner,"Landkreiskreis Kaiserslautern",
in Monographie einer Landschaft, p. 11.

180ttheinz

Munch, Kaiserslautern 1276-1951. (Kaiserslautern: Verlag Heinz Rohr GmbH,1951)»PP» 132-133.
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Early in 1814, the administrative designation of the
village of Steinwenden was atill
•
19
Departement vom Donnersberg
Gemeindebezirk von Lweibrucken,
Mairie von Obermohr
Gemeinde oteinwenden.
However, at the time of birth of Carl David Weber,
the Battle of Leipzig—October 16-19, 1813—-had already been
lost by Hapoleon, and the French emperor had retreated to the
oi

Rhine,

22

followed by the Prussians,

trians, and the Russians.

the Swedes, the Aus-

The next battles took place on

French soil: La Rothiere, Champaubert, Montmirail, Vauchamps,
and, on February 18, 1814, one day after Carl David Weber's

^Frora Grundsteuer-Sektions-Verzeichnis, Gemeinde Stein
wenden. During their administration, the French called the
area "Departement Mont Tonnere."
20Iiot

Steinwenden, but the neighboring community of Ober
mohr had a mayor during the time of the French administration.
Cf. Friedrich Ludwig Wagner, "Die Verwaltungsgeschichte ernes
Landkreises", in Monograph!e einer Landschaft, p. 40.
2"*"Napoleon

stayed over-night in Mayence on his way to

France.
22The

emperor was followed by Bliicher and his Red Hussars
w
crossed the Rhine—before the end of the year—at Caub.
When reaching the left banks of the Rhine, Bliicher issued an
ordinance that from the moment of the arrival of the Allien
troops, all connections with the French Empire had to be aban
doned: cf. Pfalzische Postgeschichte, (Neustadt an der Weinetrasse: Postgeschichtliche Blatter der Oberpostdirektion,)
Ko. 27, of February 1964, p- 250.
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birth, at Montereau on the upper part of the Seine river,
about 200 miles southwest of Steinwenden.The Austrians
had marched into France through the Alsace, the boundary of
which is about 20 miles south of Steinwenden.^

On February

27, 1814, Marshall Oudinot gave up Bar-sur-Aube in the ChamPR

pagne and moved west,.

On October 21, 1813, three days after the Battle of
Leipzig, by means of the LeipzigGonvention, the Allied Com
manders had established a Oentral Administration for the terri
tory to be liberated on the left banks of the Rhine river.
Freiharr vom Stein was appointed to supervise the functioning
of this administration.

As a result

the Generalgouvernement

Middle Rhine was formed in January 1Q14, immediately after the
last, liberation armies had crossed the Rhine.

This admini

stration included all territory from the Alsatian border to
26
the Moselle river.

2>J).

S. Mereschkowskij, Napoleon,(Leipzig? Grethlein &
Co., 1928) p. 216.
24Ibid.,

p, 212.

2j,Gaston

Stiegler, Memoirs of Marshall Oudinot,(New York:
D. Appleton & Company, 1897) p. 245.
2^Friedrich

Ludwig Wagner,

OJP.

cit., pp. 39 - 40.
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27
Immediately after the retreat of the French army,

Count Vilhelm Friedrich von Sickingen-Hohenburg had regained
his possessions, the area around Landstuhl and the Sickinger

28

Hohe.

But his term of government was limited in time.

In

June, 1814-the common administration of the area was elimi
nated, and the area left of the Moselle came under Prussian
administration, and to the right of the Moselle under Austrian
Bavarian administration.

For the latter, in Kreuznach, the

Kaiserlich-Osterreichische and Koniglich-Bayrische Gemeinsame
29
Land Administrations-Commission
was established, which later
was moved to Worms.

At this time, the area was newly subdi

vided into the Kreise^ Alzey, Spezer, Kaiserslautern, Zwei31
briicken, Trier, Birkenfeld, Ottweiler, oimmern, and Koblenz.

^Ihe French Army passed the area in December, 1813; a
relative of the Veber family, Johann Jacob Hilgard, died in
Bacherach on December 8, 1813 of an epidemic disease caused
by retreating Napoleonic: soldiers; cf. Baecker und Engelmann,
op. clt•, p. 51.
28Gortner,

"Bruchmuhlbach in der Grafschaft Sickingen",
in Heimatkalender 1961. p. 141. (Bruchmiihlbach is in a
distance of about 8 miles from Steinwenden.)
^Trans.: Imperial-Austrian and Koyal-Bavarian Common
Land Administrations Commission.
-^Trans.: Counties.
•^Friedrich Ludwig Wagner, ojo. cit., p. 40.
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At the Congress of Vienna,

32

the area of the Palatinate was

allocated to the Kingdom of Bavaria., and the original owners,
the Counts of Sickingen and the Electors of the Palatinate,
were only allowed to keep their private possessions.
Consequently, Carl David Weber's birth took place
when local government was controlled by the Central Administation of the Allied Forces, then headed by Staatsrat Justus
33
Gruner.

•^September 1814 to June 1815*
^Friedrich Ludwig Wagner, op. clt., p. 40. George h.
Tinkham, op. cit., p. 55, maintains that Weber was born ^
"under the Emperor Napoleon". J. M. Guinn a History gf o|n
Joaquin County (Los Angeles: Historic Record <*0.^1909), II,
p. 3, states: "The birth ofKCaptain Weber occurred in Homburg, department of Montonnere, Kingdom of Bavaria, Germany,
February 16, 1814, during the reign of Emperor Napoleon I.
An Illustrated History of San Joaquin County, California
(Chicago: The Lewis Publication Co., 1890), p. 441, re r.de r;a
the following information: ''Weber was born in Hojbourg, de
partment of Mont Tonnere, which province the next year after
the battle of Waterloo passed from the French
to the kingdom of Bavaria". Hammond and Morgan,
n 1
qtate* "This village /Stemwenden/ was located in what,
was known in tSfdo^rJ period of the; Napoleonic era as he
French Department of Mont Tonnere, though in 1815 it was r
incorporated into the Kingdom of Bavaria as part of the Pala
tinate. - Although Napoleon abdicated only on Apriljl,^614,
he was in February 1814 no more the Baxter o
discussion, and the "Departement vom Donnersberg
a French Departement.
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While in 1614 the village of Steinwenden had only a
population of about 320,^ it had, however, gained some im
portance as a church center,

Steinwenden's reformed church

congregation came into being in 1555-

This congregation was

the mother church to the villages of Steinwenden, Ramstein,
and some smaller places.

In 1610 also Kattweiler, Mackenbach,

Schwanden, Steigen, and Miesenbach belonged to the Stein
wenden congregation.

A Lutheran Church was established in

Steinwenden in 1724, serving Steinwenden, Ramstein, Weilerbach, Waldfischbach, with about 270 Lutheran members.
Due to the destructions of the Thirty Years' War,
and the decrease in population, the Reformed Church in Stein
wenden, along with the settlements Kuchelberg, Ramstein, and
Weilerbach, was subject to the administration of Weilerbach
until 1627.

Only when 55 inhabitants again lived in Stein

wenden and Miesenbach was a new pastor appointed for Stein
wenden.
From 1684 to 1701 Pastor Johann Erhard Stuckrad from
Aiiendorf, Hesse, served in Steinwenden.

In 1762 the estab

lishment of a school for children of the Reformed Church

•^The Budget of Gfemeinde Steinwenden, 1615, states a
figure of 323.
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members was discussed.

In 1780, 79 children attended a

35
school which had been founded in the meantime.
A declaration of the Elector Johann Wilhelm in 1705
resulted in a division of congregations which had to decide
to belong either to the Catholic Church or to the Protestant
Church.

Ramstein and Steinwenden became Protestant; Spes7g
bach, Niedermohr, and Obermohr, Catholic.
On November 2, 1718, an exchange of church buildings

took place between Ramstein and Spesbaeh:
...simpliciter wegen allerseits ccmmoderen Kirchenganges ohne weitare n consequent. k'orauf jedem die
Schliissel in beyden Kirchen extradiert, die Signa und
ornamenta weggebracht und der Altar aus der Kirche zu
Spesenbach ganzlich abgebrochen wurde. 57
It was also reported that the exchange caused
"special pleasure" for all involved.

From this time on the

Protestants in Ramstein belonged to the Church in Stein—
wenacf-.

(There they remained even when a Protestant Church

was established in Spesbaeh in 1816.)

^Theo Paul, Protestantische Kirche Miesenbach, (Miesenbach: Presbyteriuia der Protestantischen Kirchengemeinde,
1962), p. 22.
-zf

-"Ibid.
^Trans.: ...simply for allowing a generally more com
fortable attendance of church sermons, without further con
sequences. The keys of both churches were exchanged, the
decorations removed, and the altar at Spesbaeh taken apart.
-^Theo Paul, op.cit., p. 22.
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However* the government of the pro-Cacholic Electors
resulted in frequent arguments between Protestants arid Catho
lics: In 1776, the Electoral Government forbade the meeting
of the reformed Synod; a complaint filed with the Elector was
briskly rejected.39 The reporting minister added:
Die freie Meinungsausserung war der Ketzerei verdachtig. Die Ubertritte zum alten Glauben mehrten sich.40
A "Reg:i erungs-Rescript" of December 19, 1775 was also
discussed by the minister as limiting the religious freedom
of the people.

It provided that in case of varying religious

beliefs a couple willing to get married had to close a mar
riage agreement at a court, the members of which were mostly
all Catholics.

The result was that the Court pushed and per

suaded the Protestant partner until he promised to raise the
children in the Catholic religion.

The minister commented:

Dieses Gesetz ist zu Schnappereien sehr geeignet, und
die Gerichtsherren wissen es meisterlich zu handhaben.41

-^Reformed Church Books of Steinwenden, 1684-1798, Landes-Kirchen-Archiv Speyer, 1776.

^Trans.: Free expression of opinion was considered he
resy. Conversions to the "old religion" increased in number.
The reporting minister was Johann Carl Weber, Reformed Prote
stant Minister in Steinwenden from 1763 to 1800 (vicar from
1763 to 1780), and Carl David Weber's grandfather.
41Trans.:

This law is most suitable for compulsory con
versions and the court officials know how to handle it
masterfully.
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Also, for the agreement,. 17 Gulden and 42 Kreuzer had
to ce paid, which was, as the minister saw it, "eine zu hohe
Belastung fur die hiesigen Leute."4

The same minister ob

jected to the fact that the money needed for gunpowder to ce
lebrate Catholic holidays was taken from the funds of the
"Gericht"4^ in Steinwenden.44
Further, the minister Johann Carl Weber blamed the
Kurfiirstliche Hnfkammer45 for letting the building of the re
formed church decay.4^

Under the Elector Earl Theodor—1724—

1799—the ministers of the reformed church had lost their
tithes,4'' and the contributions of the congregations to the

4^Trans.:

too great a burden for the local people.

4^Prior

to the French occupation, the local administra
tion was in the hands of a "Schultheiss," of the "Gericht
(court or council). The Gericht Steinwenden was also the au
thority for the places Meisenbach, Mackenbach, Kottweiler,
^chwanden, and Steigen. Cf. Friedrich Ludwig Wagner,
®
Verwaltungsgeechichte de.s Landkreises , in nonograp—le
Landschaft. p. 40.
Beitrage zur Geschichte Steinwendens (Kaiserslautern, n.n., 1962), P- 197.
44Wolfstein,

4^Trans.:

Electoral Court Chamber.

46The

Hofkammer was responsible for the maintenance of
che church, while the upkeep of the spire was a responsx 1
of the local Gericht.
47According

y

to the Pfarrbucfa der Protestantischen ^rrei
Steinwenden, 1780, p. 19, this consisted of 122 Mltr. Forn^
140 Mltr. Hafer und 170-180 fl. Fartoffeln, der Morgen
Kronen.M

45
Hofkammer increased due to a decrease in population.
church had a maximum capacity of 400 persons

The

but the mini

ster stated that
in the nave not only half of the church members found
place, but the government, who gets the tithes, refused
stubbornly to enlarge the building and only agreed to
build a new church on the old foundations. The reformed
congregation, therefore, sued the Hofkammer in 1781,
however, lost the case after seven years of costly pro
ceedings, which had to be paid by the impoverished con
gregation. On July 8, 1790 the Court of Appeals sen
tenced that the Hofkammer was to build a new and larger
church. But the Government delayed the construction
from one year to the other. During the French occupa
tion there were no possibilities, and thus the House of
God became a ruin. 48

^Translated from Anton Bckhard and Torsten Gebhardt,
Die Kunstdenkmaier der Pfalz. (Miinchen: n. n. Bildband IX,
1942) p. 45i;
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III.

THE FAMILY

During three generations the Weber family supplied
the ministers for the congregation of Steinwenden.

Both the

father and the grandfather of Carl David Weber had been born
in Steinwenden as sons of the reformed minister,

his grand

father's father, Johann Heinrich Weber, was a minister at
Steinwenden from 1739 to 1763.

Before, he had been an assis

tant minister (vicar) in Rotselberg since 1731. He was born
in Neuborn in 1703 as the son of the minister Johann Nicolaus
Weber, inspector at Heuborn in the County of Solms Braunfels
(Kreis Wetzlar).^ His wife's name was Magdalena Charlotta
Christina.50
On July 7, 1787 Carl David's grandfather, Johann Carl
Weber, married Juliana Maria Kuhn, daughter of Emilius Gott51
fried Kuhn,. minister at Mimbach.
She died on May 7, 1814
52
in Steinwenden,

4Q
Information obtained from Landeskirchenarchiv Speyer,
under date of July 8, 1964, from Register of Baptism in Rotselberg.
5°Landeskirchenarchiv

Speyer, Church Book of Steinwenden.

5"^Landeskirchenarchiv

Speyer, Church Book of Spesbach.

^^Landeskirchenarchiv Speyer, Church Book of Steinwenden.
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Carl Gottfried Weber, father of Carl David, attended
school in both Zweibriicken and Xaiserslautern, and enrolled
at Easter 17d3 at the University of Jena.

Two years later, on

June 10, 18C0, he was examined by Inspektor Kling from heustadt and a number of other clergymen.
examination he was ordained.

Immediately after the

After his father's death, on

May 18, 1800, Carl Gottfried was "unanimously" elected as his
successor in office by the community of Steinwenden; the
"Unterprafektur" at Zweibriicken confirmed this appointment on
the "21ten Pluviose"^ ', 1601.

I.e.
earl^ February, from rubellarische bars tellung
Pfarrey Homburg, liber Dienstverhaltnisse der Pfarrer. Cf.
Appendix VI.
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On February 11, 1812, Carl Gottfried Weber married
Henriette Geul (Gaul).^

Henriette Geul was born on Febru

ary 14, 1793, in Offenbach near Landau.

5he was the daughter

of Johann David Geul, born on May 18, 1750 at Westhofen, Hessen, who was a minister in Flomborn from 1781 to 1792, in Of
fenbach from 1792 to 1797, in Beliheim from 1797 to 1806, and
in Grossbockenheim from 1806 to 1824. He died in Grossbockenheim on May 24, 1824.55 oon of a teacher, he had studied the56
ology at the University of Heidelberg from 1767 to 1770.

5%irchenarchiv Speyer,

Church Book Speyer, 1866

p4Kirchenarchiv

Church Book Grossbockenheim.

^^Ibid.

Speyer,
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A younger brother of Johann Carl Weber, grandfather
of Carl Ekvid, Friedrich Christian Joseph Weber, born in
Steinwenden on March 30, 1752, also selected the ministry as
his profession.

He was a minister at Rotselberg after 1778,

and in Zweibrucken after 1787, and Miederhausen. after 1801.
In Steinwenden on May 21, 1781 he married Anna Charlotta Eli
sabeth Henopp, the daughter of the rector of the Lateinschule
in Kaiserslautern.

57

Another younger brother of Johann Carl Weber studied
mineralogy in Kaiserslautern and traveled in Hungary, Spain,
and Argentina as an offical of Baron von Brabeck.
58
to 1803 he was a Mining Inspector in Peru.

Prom 1788

Johann Ludwig Henrich Jacob Weber, born on October 20,
1749, was next in age to Johann Carl.

On November 23, 1779

he married Maria Dorothea Franzisca Bertram, daughter of
Johann Peter Bertram, a merchant from MUhlheim. and became
father of a large family.

His son Christian founded the Koor-

muhle Steinwenden59 and was largely responsible for keeping

60

the family members in the area.

57inf0rmation obtained from Pfarrer Karl Pischer, Hornburg.
58ibid.

59Ihe MoormUhle is the largest mill in Steinwenden.
Oottfried ^erK^ Mrtif^ogelmr.n, died in 1833.
His brother-in-law,

60Carl

1814.
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Carl Gottfried Weber's sister, Philippine Friederica
Dorothea Caroline Weber, was born in Steinwenden on June 14,
(Si
1786, and on April 20, 1815 married Karl Martin Engelmann,
the new minister in Steinwenden.

Karl Martin Engelmann was

the son of Johann Martin Engelmann, who was a wealthy starch
manufacturer and Mayor of Bacharach, and who employed a
private teacher for his children.

After the death of his first

wife, he sent the children to stay with relatives: Karl Martin
lived! with his uncle Johann Jacob Engelmann at Kreuznach, who
62
gave him a university education.
Besides the fact that many relatives of the members
of the immediate family came from minister families or were
ministers themselves, in many cases the younger generation
chose the Protestant ministry as their profession.6^

Karl Martin Engelmann had been a vicar in Homburg from
1812 to 1814. He was appointed to the ministry in Steinwenden,
when his brother-in-law Carl Gottfried Weber was promoted to
Minister and Superintendent in Homburg.
62Both,

Johann Martin and Johann Jacob Engelmann, were
sons of Erasmus Theodor Engelmann, born cn April 17, 1730 in
Ottersberg, deceased in Bacharach on November 5, 1802, who
was himself a son of a clergyman and who was educated as a
minister.
6^Baecker

und Engelmann, op. cit., pp.16, 17, 19, 20,
21 22, 23. The Reformed Church and the Lutheran Church were
united'in 1818 in the Palatinate.
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Two examples may suffice: Elise Henriette Sabine, the
daughter of Carl David Weber's sister Juliane Philippine Hen
riette Christine, born March 30, 1840, married Theodor Micha64
el Ritter von Wand, who as a minister became Konsistorialrat
of the Palatinate.
Karl Martin Engelmann's daughter Petronella Josephine
Julie Wilhelmine, born September 14, 1825, married Karl Friedrich Stepp, eon of the minister Karl Philipp Stepp, who be
came a minister in Worth am Rhein, and whose three brothers
were ministers.

Four of the Stepp daughters married ministers

among their direct descendents in the next generation there
65
were ten minister families.
IV.

THE HOUSE IK STEINWBKDEN

The house in which Carl David Weber was born had been
built by his grandfather, the Reformed Protestant Minister
Johann Carl Weber, in 1784.

It is a two-story structure which
66
was built in timber framework.
The entrance door and a

^Trans.: title for a high official of a Protestant
church, who is responsible for a certain area (state).
^Baecker und Engelmann, op. cit., pp. 22, 25, 24.
65The

house is still used as an official minister's
residence, presently by the Protestant Minister of Steinwenden
Pfarrer Otto Lassig. The front of the house is now covered
by white plaster, while the rear 3till shows the timber.

52
umber of b u i l t - i n c l o s e t s a r e carved oali.

Above the en

trance door there i ^ an i n s c r i p t i o n
J C W
d E U 3

17b4

J M W

P R O V I D E B i r

1

un August 21, 1823, tne property, including the house,
the barns, s t o r a g e rooms, e t c . , was sold by the family to
the church congregation of .Iteinwenden.

6h

Ihe piopeity a l s o

C V = Johann
Weber; J M »• — J uX 1&xih i'i&rici
Weber; Deus P r o v i d e b i t f T r a n s . : dod w i i l provide.
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included a meadow and a vegetable garden, which measured to68
tally 1 3/4 Morgen, 19 Ruthen.
The purchase price was
3,400 Gulden.

The house is situated on an elevated plot, within a
garden, surrounded by a stone fence.

In front of the house
70
is a huge oak tree, which reacnes higher than the chimneys.
A mill called Bchernauer Muhle, situated in the neigh

borhood of Ramstein'1 also belonged to the property of the
church community.

^Equivalent

to almost one acre.

69Staatsarchiv

Speyer, Bestand, Regierung der Pfalz,
Hammer des Inneren, Ro. 6333.
^^Observations of the writer.
^Theodor Paul, 2£. crt., p. 22.
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The interior of the house consists of:
Ground Floor
1 Minister's Office

on the right, two windows

2 Kitchens and Utility Rooms

to the right and rear

3 Dining Room

to the left

4 Living Room

to the left, corner room,
three windows,

Upper Story
1 Hall for Meetings

on the left, four windows

2 Guest Rooms

on the left

3 Ironing Room

on the left and rear

4 Apartment for nurse

on the right, includes living
room, bed room, patient's room,
bath, kitchen

5 Bathroom
in the large attic, there is plenty of storage room.

V.

HOMBURG

On December 30, 1814, Carl Gottfried Weber, hefonned
Protestant Minister at Steinwenden, was promoted to become
minister and president of the Reformed Local Consistory by
the K. K, Osterreichische and Bayriache Gemeinschaftliche
72
Landesadministrativ-Commission.

When later the unified

church in the Palatinate was re—organized, he became Dekan
73
(Dean) of the Dekanat Homburg.
The family of Carl Gottfried Weber consisted at thlo
time of his wife Henriette and son Carl David.

A second son,

Johann Ludwig, was born on June 16, 1815, followed by a
daughter, Juliana Philippine Henriette Christine, born July 2,
1819,74 and three additional sons: Philipp Ludwig, torn April
22, 1822; Ludwig, born December 22, 1823, and Carl Adolf,
born Mary 29, 1825.^

72Trans.: Imperial-Royal

Austrian and bavarian common
.and administration commission.
73

a.

+ frnm the church books of the Prote-

stant Church Community of

^ar, 1669.

740n

July 2, 1839 Carl ^j^or°SfytheiiIcsiitrAcylvi0lr.
filhelm Ryhiner, who
F1i«e Henriette Sophie, born
'rankenthal. Their
Michael Ritter von Wand, who
[arch 50, 1840, married Theodo
^^ Protestant Church in
ecame Director of the Oonsi
Karl .Fischer, Homburg,-aar).
he Palatinate. (Source: Pf&
75

v, noks of 1818, 1622, 1625, and 1825,at
From the church o0°k
Homburg, Saar.
he Stadtisches standesamt in womc &,
7
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In 1814-1815 the little city of Hamburg had approxi76
mately 2,500 inhabitants.
As a settlement it had then been
in existence for more than seven hundred years.
A small river, the Blies, runs through the city, which
is situated at the foot of a hill, the Schlossberg.77 Graves

from both Celtic and Roman times prove an earlier settlement
78
of the area. Ruins of houses were excavated;
coins were
found.

The castle on the Schlossberg, the Hohenburg (now

destroyed) dated back to 1100.

It gave the name of Homburg

to the town which developed in its shade.

Karl Fischer, B3atter zur Geschichte der Stadt Hom
burg. (Homburg: Verkehrsamt der Stadt Homburg, 1958), p« 184:
in 1802 Homburg had 2,207 inhabitants, in 1828 2,816 inhabi
tants, of whom 1,372 were Protestants, 1,046 were Catholics,
193 were Jews, and 4 Mennonites.
^Trans.: Castle Mountain.
^®The excavations began in the second half of the 18th
Century, cf. Wilhelm Weber, Homburg, die histori3che_ Stadt,
(Homburg, Verkehrsamt der Stadt Homburg, 1954)» n. p*
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The castle changed hands frequently. The first ow
ners were presumably the Counts of Homburg (Hchenburg).

In

1418, Emperor Sigismund gave permission to the town to hold
a market in its walls.

Emperor Karl V made the place a

"Flecken"7^ in 1552 and granted further market rights.

On

July 10, 1558 the town received the "Freiheitsbrief" by the

80

Emperor Ferdinand.

At the end of the 17th Century, the area was con
trolled by King Louis XIV.

Vauban converted the castle into

a fortress which was completed in 1692.

For some time the

city was known as Hombourg La Forteresse.

Two decades later

the fortress was demolished.

8till existent caves in the
81
Schlossberg, in three layers, tell of its former use.
Luke Karl II August of Zweibrucken, in 1775, built
another castle close to Homburg, the "Karlsburg," and made
it the largest European country residence in the 18th Cen
tury.82

After the death of Maximilian III Josef, Karl II

August inherited the Bavarian crown, and his rights were

79Trans.:

Village with certain city rights, e.g. to hold

markets.
60Karl

Fischer, ojo. cit., p. 58.

8^Wilhelm

Weber, o£. cit., n.p.
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guaranteed by Friedrich II, King of Prussia, on March 18, 1778.®^
After the outbreak of the French Revolution, the castle was
destroyed by fire.

The Puke fled.

His brother, Prince Max

of ZweibrUcken, became his successor after the Puke's death
in 1795.

Later, he was crowned King of Bavaria.

the first of the Wittelsbachere.

He became

84

The attractiveness of the little city in the first
decade of the 19th Century was described by the minister poet
of the Palatinate, Friedrich Georg Bleul.

He was fascinated

by the large forests surrounding Homburg, and, in particular,
the many trees of white birch on the slopes in the outskirts
of the city, together with "kostlichen Wiesen und hohen Baum-

^Wilhelm Weber, op. cit., n. p.
®^The Vittelsbachers were on the Bavarian throne until

1918.
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gruppen,"S^

Approaching Homburg from the north, Blaul de

scribed the hills of the "Sickinger Hohe".:
Von dieaem Karlsberg aus Ziehen sich die Hohen einem
Vorgebirge ahnlich in das flache grime Moorland hinaus
und enden mit dem Homburger Schlossberge, arf dem die
Reste einer alten Festung sichtbar sind, und an dessen
Fuss das Stadtchen malerisch lagert.bb
A number of years later, Carl Blum, second pastor of the Pro
testant Church in Homburg, saw the city more realistically:
87
Homburg is situated at a distance of two hours
og
north of Zweibriicken at the so-called "Kaiserstrasse,
which runs from Paris to Mayence;°9 and eight "Poststunden" from Saarbriicken, The little city leans almost
in a semi-circle against the Schlossberg, which protects
the area facing south, the so-called suburg, from nor
therly winds# According to the last census the city
with its above mentioned annex consists of 405 houses
and makes a rather good impression, although at a first
glance the outer appearance of the houses, the pavement,
the public trees, street lighting, and many other things,
show that within its walls no particular riches, not
even a moderate wealth, prevails.9°

8Trans-:

precious meadows and groups of high trees#

8^Friedrich

Georg Blaul in "Traume und Schaume am Rhein"
(1836) in Karl Fischer, o^.cit., p. 116. Trans.: From the
Karlsberg, the hills stretch out like foothills to the plain
and green moor land and end with the Schlossberg of Homburg,
on which can be seen the relics of an old fortress, and at
the foot of which the little city is beautifully placed
(literally: rests as on a painting).
8^Two

hours by foot.

88Trans.:

Road of the Emperor, constructed during Rapo-

leon's time.
89«poStBtunden" means hours by stage coach.
90Cari Blum, Pfarrbeschreibung Homburg (Ms. 1869) p. 238.
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VI.

NAiMB AMD COAT OF ARMS OF THE CITY OF HOMBURG

The City of Homburg has a Linden tree in its Coat of
Arms. There are no documents extant as to the origin of this
Coat of Arms.

However, the Linden tree also played a part

in the city's name.

Carl Blum gave the following account:

Very early, when the castle on the mountain was in
its "bloom," the little city was called "Homburg im
Thai." 91 In 1679 the French conquered the town to
gether with the castle, which they converted into a
fortress. Under them the city was called "Hombourg
la Forteresse", to distinguish it from the Homburg in
Lorraine. After 1714, when the fortress had been aban
doned, the name "Homburg vor den Linden"1?2 came to be
used, as far as an oral tradition goes. Older persons

^Trans.: Homburg in the Valley.
^2Trans.i Homburg before the Linden Trees.
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still recall that in front of the old Catholic church a
very old Linden tree was standing. Also, there were
many Linden trees along the road which comes from the
Eisenbahnstrass.e on the left, and which passes the Stadtmlihle and leads into the Buxbacherstrasse. One of these
trees was extraordinary in age and size and is supposed
to have given the name to the city.^
Friedrich Georg 31aul recalled "wide avenues of
94
Linden trees" from his journeys in and around Homburg,
and
I'arl Fischer tells about a fountain and many Linden trees
95
which decorated the market place since early times.
The wealth of trees in and around the city of Hcmburg
in the early 19th Century may be imagined by the fact that
even today Homburg calls itself "City of the Tree.

93Carl

Blum, Pfarrbeschreibung Homburg, (Hs. l8o9)

240.
-^Fischer, op. cit., p* 118.
9-^Ibid., p. 119.
960f. Appendix IV; this and other posteis
treats around Homburs; deciduous lorsts
l
[xed forests on the Karlsherg; directly east of homourg
ae largest forest area in Germany.

ls
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VII.

THE HOUSE Ik HOMBURG

Carl Gottfried Weber and his family lived in Homburg
in the official minister's house "on the Market Place.

Carl Blum, second pastor in Homburg, in 1869 described the
building as follows:
The Minister's house on the Market Place is a spacious
old building, which permanently requires repairs. In
the lower story (ground floor) there are three rooms
and a kitchen, in the upper story there are three rooms
and a large chamber, also a closed porch with a privy.
The storage barn is very spacious, but full of soot.
The basement is large. The small yard, surrounded by
the residence, the utility building and high walls, is
damp and dark. 98
The houses on the market place were built around the
QQ
middle of the 17th Century.
The house of the Lutheran

97
The house is no more existant. The etching shows the
market place in the late 18th Century; the minister's resi
dence was in the center building, second door from the right.
^8Blum, o£. cit.. p. 246.

^Fischer, ^ cit., p. 119.
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minister"1"^ was demolished in the second half of the 1890's.
In its place a house was built which is presently occupied
by a store, Fleck, and which is a building of a different
style, "in disharmony with the picture of the historical
market place.

l^Ojjie house was originally built to be occupied
Lutheran minister and his family.
101^iSCher, op. cit., p. 119-

by the
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VIII.

THE BUILDING OF THE REFORMED PROTESTANT CHURCH
IN HOMBURG.

The community of the Reformed Protestant Church in
Homburg, whose dean and pastor was Carl Gottfried Weber, was
forced to use an inadequate church building, because of lack
of financial means, and in spite of the fact that the majority
of citizens were members.

Carl Blum's account is very descriptive:
The former Lutheran church in the so-called Kirchenstrasse is a strange old building, for which every penny
paid for repairs is wasted. Converted from an old chapel,
which had been transferred to the Protestants at the end
of the 17th Century, it measures 19,43 meters in length,
8,60 meters i.n width, and 9,85 meters in height.

"^^Measurements in feet: 63,73 hy 28,89 by 32,31*
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Newer and of a more solid construction is the spire which
now has only one bell, the one which the French left,
because of the clock. It is the same bell which was
given by Duke Oarj. II for the new spire, and which was
cast by Christoph Klein in Ernstweiler in 1783. The
clock, also a gift by Duke Carl, has been made by Philipp
Heim from Odernheim at the Glau in 1787. Close to the
clock, at the bench of the Soutnern window in the spire,
there is a sun dial, used for the setting of the clock.103

Pastor Blum did not only report on conditions and
circumstances, but also on the opinion of his community
members:

1,3^Carl

Blum, o£. cit.. p. 244.
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Up to now it has been a pious desire of all members
of the community who are religious and church-minded
that the old church should be demolished and—while
keeping the spire—a new building should be constructed
which is more in accordance with the requirements of a
city community. But, since the community will hardly
have any other prospect than to pay for the church buil
ding out of their own walletswhich unfortunately are
anything but full—it may take many many years before
the city will be in possession of a new and respectable
House of God.104
IX.

SCHOOLING IN HOMBURG

Prior to the union of the Lutheran and the Reformed
Churches in the Palatinate in 1818, each church maintained
a separate school which, was co—educational.
After the union of the churches had. taken place, the
schools were also united, and the children were separated
according to their sex.
The City of Homburg grew rapidly, and in 1824 another
co-educational school was established, to which a further
105
building was added soon after.
Carl David Weber presumably started school in the
fall of 1819, .'5.> 1/2 years old, while compulsory schooling
began at the age of

104Carl Blum,

OR . cit., p. 244.

H°°"
•^information obtained from
burg, Saar, who is the historian of the City of Homb rg.

lO^Ibid. Cf. Tinkham,

OR . cit.., p. 55?

early sent to the common school—

Charles was
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X.

ZVEIBRUCKEN

Carl David Weber entered the Konigliche Studienanstalt zu Zweibriicken in the fall of 1826. He was placed in
107
the Obere Vorbereitungsklasse.
His teacher was a Mr.
Vogel.
The KSnigliche Studienanatalt at Zweibriicken had been
founded in 1559 by the Duke Wolfgang von Zweibriicken, who
lived from 1526 to 1569.

He was a Protestant, and it was his

desire that*, the school should serve to train theologians,
scientists and future civil servants, and to prepare them for
study at the universities.

Non-aristocrats had to pledge to

study theology and to enter the civil service upon completion
of their studies.

The name of the school changed during the

centuries.

Most of the time it was known as Herzog Wolfgang
108
Gymnasium, Zweibriicker Gymnasium, Gymnasium Bipontinum.
During the French occupation the Gymnasium Bipontinum
became a "College," a secondary school, with a changed study
list.

French was the main subject taught after 1802, with

the following other subjects;.

107
Trans.: Upper preparatory class.
"^^The school is still in existence under the name of
Gymnasium Bipontinum. A new building has been occupied since
1959, after the old school building had been destroyed during
World War II.

Latin, Greek, Hebrew, German, geography, history, arithmetic,
algebra, natural sciences, physics, and logic.

In 1816, the

school was re-organized when Bavaria assumed control over
the area.

In 1817, the Gymnasium was re-named Khniglich

Bayerische Studienanstalt«.
instruct 226 students.

Six teachers were employed to

The subjects now taught were: Greek,

Latin, German., mathematics, natural sciences, history (of
Bavaria), geography, religion, French, art, calligraphy.
1827 physical education was added.109

By 1829

In

245 students

were enrolled.110

In 1826-1827 Carl i)avid Weber's instruction consisted
of a weekly schedule of the following classes
Latin
15 hours
German
2 hours
Arithmetic 3 hours
Geography
2 hours
Memorizing 1 hour
French
2 hours
Twenty-five of the students were promoted to the next
higher grade at the end of the school year.

His achievements

classified Carl David as the twenty-first in his class.111

109

Hans Wcilbing, Geschichte des Gymnasiums Bloontinum.
(Zweibriicken, n. n., 1959), p. 16.
1101829

was the last year in which Carl David Weber's
attendance could be traced; cf. year book.
111Annual

briicken, 1827.

Report of Konigliche Studienanstalt zu Zwei
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In the fall of 1827 Carl David Weber entered the
Fiinfte Gymnasialklasse of the Konigliche Studienanstalt.
teacher was Professor Postius.

Hia

He received instruction in

the following subjects:
Latin
Greek
German
History
(of Bavaria)
Arithmetic
French

8 hours
4 hours
2 hours
2 hours
2 hours
number of hours open

At the end of the school year, Carl David's achieve
ments made him number 22, while only 19 students were recom
mended for advancement.

Carl David repeated the class, and

in the fall of 1829 had the achievement number of six (out of
18 students to be promoted).

112

+

Konigliche Studienanstalt

Annual R e p o r t s of honig
briicken, 1828-1829•

zu Zwei-
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I n 1829, t h e B a v a r i a n Government published a Dchool
Reform P l a n , which had been developed by Professor Friedrich
von Thiersch by o r d e r of King Ludwig I of Bavaria.

This plan

provided f o r an i n s t r u c t i o n with emphasis on c l a s s i c s (con
t r a r y t o t h e new s c h o o l p o l i c y i n P r u s s i a , where Heinrich
Schultze t r i e d t o combine c l a s s i c a l and modern educational
p r i n c i p l e s ) , while a l l modern s u b j e c t s were t o be subordina
ted under t h e c l a s s i c a l p r i n c i p l e s , o r t o be considered of
l i t t l e importance.

She main goal of t h e i n s t r u c t i o n was t o

ensure t h a t the s t u d e n t s o f t h e KBniglich Bayerische Studiena n s t a l t were p r o f i c i e n t i n both Greek and l a t i n by the time
they l e f t t h e s c h o o l .

The number of c l a s s e s i n L a t i n was

^

75 per week, the number o f c l a s s e s i n Greek was 56 per week.
No n a t u r a l s c i e n c e s were t a u g h t .
t h e German language was t o be r e s t r i c t e d .

The i n s t r u c t i o n i n
Professor von

Thiersch gave the f o l l o w i n g e x p l a n a t i o n f o r h i s d e c i s i o n .
Wir haben s i e / d i e d l r u ^ s ^ ® ^ S ? o r h e i t . ^ s i e ^ e h r e n o i e r
milch bekommen, und e s i s t ^
neutschen 1 s t Bit dem
l e r n e n zu v o l l e n . Das

, a.
pa; Franz Schnabel,
n
Hans Wolbing,
jaArhundert, I I , ( F r e i Deutsche Geschichte im
i ^ T T P P ^ 2 ' 355 * 35 '
burg im Breisgau: V e r l a g Herde ,
358.
117
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Studium des Late.inischen und Griechischen auf das engste
zu verkniipfen und durch den klassischen Unterricht in
Bewegung zu setzen.
Ko mention is made of an instruction in a modern foreign lan
guage, e.g. French.115

However, there was one more require

ment: an expressed loyalty to Christianity (Catholicism) and
State (Kingdom of Bavaria).
The new curriculum started in the iall of 1829.
There is no evidence in the respective "year books" that Carl
David. Weber continued his schooling at this institution.
ever

How

it is possible that he remained in Zweibrucken to re-

,117

ceive "several hours of private instruction per day,"

to

gether with two young relatives118 in the house of his
"uncle,"11"^ Theodor Erasmus Hilgard, in Zweibrucken.

Thiersch, liber gelehrte Schulen mit besonderer
m:„u-Bioht auf'Havern, I, III-IV, (Stuttgart and Tubingen: n.n.
lilsfrgT §41:TSI5.: We have received it /the German lanruaee/ Sith mother's milk, and it is foolish to try and teach
f^y-ri i +
The study of German is to be connected in the
closest way*possible with the study of Latin and Greek and to
be motivated by the classical instruction.
115Wolbling,
ll6Ibid.,

op., cjti*» P*

p. 18.

117Tinkham,

o£. cit., p. 55.

118Philino

Ludwig Krafft and Theodor Krafft, both former
+ hpntq of the Konigliche Studienanstalt, sons of Theodor
^as^HUgarf•Released sister, of Henry miard, Lebenserinnerungen, (n.p., n.n., n. • » P *
119Tinkham,

Hilgard

as

op. cit. p. 56, refers to Theodor Erasmus
frarl tfavid Weber's "uncle," although the relation-
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The students at the Gymnasium Bipontinum were divided
into "Stipendiaten," "Konviktoristen," and "Externa."

The

first group had room and board free, even medical treatment.
However, the "Stipendiaten" had to serve later in the Duke of
Zweibrucken's administration, or, to repay the stipends re
ceived.

The eight best students in addition received a uni

versity stipend, for studies of several years.

The "Konvik

toristen" received room arid board in the institution for pay.
The "Externen" had their room and board with citizens of the
city of Zweibrucken.*2^
It is possible that Carl David Weber was a "Konviktorist," i.e. a student paying for room and board, since his
achievements did not justify a stipend.

However, it could

also be that he was an "Extern," staying with some citizens
of Zweibrucken.121

Perhaps he stayed with his "uncle" Hil-

gard, who maintained a large house, had ten children of his

ship can only be traced back to Carl David• a aunt
Friederica Dorothea Caroline Weber, who in 1815 married Karl
flirtin Engelmann, the new minister at otein*enden,
father was a brother to Theoaor Erasmus Hilgard a
g^l Martin
Maria Dorothea Hilgard, nee Engelmann (1760-1845). Darl
Engelmann'a son Christian Theodor, was also a student at the
Gymnasium Bipontinum until 1829.
l20Fritz

Schunck,- Gymnasium Bipontinum (Zweibrucken:

Pfalzerwald-Verlag, 1909)» P* 7»
121Zweibrucken

1b at a distance of two walking!hoursJrom
Homburg; Carl David, therefore, had to have quart
briicken to attend school.
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own, and was also raising his deceased sister's sons Philipp
Ludwig Krafft, born 1811, and Theodor Krafft, born in 1813.
(The latter's birth caused his mother's death).
Since both Philipp ludwig and Theodor Krafft were at
the Hilgard home preparing themselves for university studies,
122
it may be expected that Carl David Weber did the same.

Tinkham, op* clt*, p. 55, states that Carl David Weber
received "private instruction so that he might be prepared for
the German universities at the proper age."

CHAPTSR III
HOMBURG AMD HAMBACH
I. HOMBURG
After the year 1830, the city of Homburg was the
center of a republican movement.

Two men became active with

in its walls as journalists and politicians, and through their
work introduced the German "Vormarz."2

Both of them were

passionate writers who aroused the citizens by their publi—
3
cations. They were Dr. Philipp Jakob Siebenpfeiffer
and
4
Dr. Johann Georg August Wirth.

"^Weber, o&» cit., n.p.
2Vormarz

is a term used for liberal activities prior to
the uprisings in March 1848; literally trans.: pre-March.
3 and

20, footnote 55,
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Dr. Siebenpfeiffer, then Landeskommisuar in Homburg,5
had become known all over the Palatinate by 1630.

The Bava

rian Government in Munich found him dangerous, and transfer
red him to Kaisheim, where he was supposed to be the director
of the penitentiary.

A protest against the transfer, signed

by 79 mayors of the communities in the county of Homburg,
was sent to Munich.

In order to keep Dr. Siebenpfeiffer in

Homburg, the citizens offered to elect him mayor.

A pamphlet

was distributed calling for the formation ol a club to support
Dr. Siebenpfeiffer.

^Homburg was a county seat.
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King Ludvig of Bavaria, however, confirmed the trans
fer order.

Dr. Siebe.npfei.ffer reacted to this by appointing

a deputy, and by refusing to be transferred; he started court
proceedings against the Bavarian government.

But in December

1830 he was compelled to vacate the building of the Landeskommissariat in Homburg, and he moved to the neighboring town of
iveibrucken.

Prom here he began to publish his newspaper

Bote aus dem Vesten,

thus starting a campaign in 1831 for

the liberal press, which was fighting for its independence
7
and freedom.
With Dr. Siebenpfeiffer, Michael Johann Roth, his
loyal clerk, left the office of the Landeskommissariat Homburg.
Roth changed his vocation and became a printer, working for Dr.

Q

Siebenpfeiffer's publication.

When a year later Dr. Siebenpfeiffer moved to Oggersheim, another journalist came to live in Homburg: Dr. Johann
Georg August Wirth, who after the discontinuation of his

S?rans.b Messenger from the West.
^Weber, Siebenpfeiffer und Wirth, (Homburg: Ottweiler
Druckerei, 1^57), p* 14.
8In

1834 Roth emigrated to Switzerland, where he became
the head of the group Young Germany in both Zurich and Geneva.
In 1836 he was expelled and came to the United States of Ame
rica, where be became an editor.
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Q

publication Die Deutsche Tribiine^ in Munich, began to publish
the same paper in Homburg, in January 1832.
The citizens of Homburg were aware of the importance
of Dr. Wirth's work.

He was given a warm welcome, and even

an official dinner was arranged by the city upon his arrival.

^Trans.: The German Tribune.
10Weber,

0£. cit., p. 35- The dinner took place on
January 8, 1832, with 40 persons attending.
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In the first month of operation, Dr. Wirth's prin
ting press in the Eisenbahnstrasse in Homburg was sealed by
the Government which forced Dr. Wirth to have his paper
printed in Zweibriicken after February 1832.
the press moved to Homburg.

Later, he had

His co—editors were Dr. Geoig

Fein from Braunschweig, and Christian Scharpff, a student of
philology from Homburg.11
In March 1832, the Tribiine was again officially
suppressed.

Dr. Wirth was arrested as the founder of a

12
"Press-Verein" , but acquitted after a court session in

13
Zweibriicken.

After the Hambach festival, Scharpff was called Th*
agitator of the Rheinkreisj he was in connection with CtaTT
seppe Manzini (cf. Albert Becker, Westrich und Hambach (S'ln-r
brucken: n.n., 1932), n.p., and in the Comite~of the Ym nf
Germany Movement. He fled to Switzerland and became I Zf
feasor of German Literature in Miihlhausen in 1836.
12Weber,

op. cit., p. 19.
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On April 21, 1832, upon his return to Homburg, Dr.
Wirth published a proclamation Aufruf an die Volksfreunde in
Deutschland14;

at the same time, Dr. Siebenpfeiffer, from

his new residence in Haardt (near heustadt) published an in
vitation to a public meeting.

Eoth actions were understood

to be against the suppression of the freedom of the press by
15
the government.
The response of the people in the area was overwhel
ming. Clergy and jurists became interpreters of the ideas of
Wirth and Siebenpfeiffer.

The Protestant pastors Karl Juch

of St. Wendel and Carl Klbckner of Xuthersbrunn based their
sermons on them; these sermons appeared in print in Zweibriicken.

In Homburg, Pastor Christian Aulenbach and his
1.6
family, in particular his sons Karl and rriedrich,
belonged
to the group of their supporters, as well as the jurists
Hullauer of St. Wendel, Jacob, Glaser, and Savoye of Zweibriicken, and the lawyer More from Homburg.17

14Trans.:

The Protestant

To the Friends of the People in Germany.

1^V/eber, OJP.

cit., p. 19.

l6Weber,

o£. clt., pp.- 18-19; Karl Aulenbach Is listed
as a participant iZTThe republican movements between 1B.5U
1834 in
official Bavarian files.
l7Wilhelm

Herzberg, Das Hambacher Fest, (ludwigshafen
Gerisch & Co., 1908), p. 5^.
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pastor Johann Heinrich Hochdorffer in Zweibrucken, published
18
a liberal paper himself, Per Bilrgerfreund.
In Homburg, besides, there was a group of thirtypersons——mainly young—who openly supported the ideas of
Siebenpfeiffer and Wirth.19

One of these, Johann Emig, wrote

to his brother in Coblence in 1832:
We arrived gay and happy in the evening in Meisenheim
and were warmly welcomed» Immediately the inn was full
of young men. "Liberal Homburgers" they said. You must
know that the Homburgers, that is, the friends of the
good cause, are enjoying a very good reputation. I can
not list all the honors we received during our eight
days* etay....2^
On May 8, 1832, a so-called Freiheitsbaum21 was set
up in the market in Homburg.

On May 20, 1832, a preliminary

meeting of about 400 people was held, and in the evening of
May 25 four horse-drawn carriages, with a capacity of 15
people each, were ready to leave for Hambach.
22
already left in the afternoon.

18Trans.:

Dr. Wirth had

The Friend of the Citizens, cf. Johannes
Biihler, Hambach 1832—1932, p. 53.
19Weber,

oj>. cit., p. 22.

20Ibid.,

p. 23.

21Trans.:
22Weber,

Freedom Tree.

o£. cit., p. 35.
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On all window sills in the market place and in the
Sanddorf direction candles were lighted.

Another freedom

tree had been planted, after the first had been removed by
23
the police.
On May 27, 1832, the actual day of the Hambach event,
the "citizens police" of Homburg had to disperse a gathering
of about 300 people to restore "peace and quiet."

But they

24
did it hesitantly.
In the City of Homburg in 1832 there was a concen
tration of activities leading to the Hambach Festival.
Retrospectively, in 1869, the Second Pastor Carl
Blum recorded:
dertiSen^rele^e^hende

S K h ? r *

strebungen sich beteiligt hat.2b

2^Weber,

o£. cit., p. 35

24ibid.
25Pischer,

Die Homburger Pfarrfamllie Aulenbach.^Blat^^
iir Pfalzische Kirchengeschichte, 23. danrg ng

26
*+
nn 206—207: trans.: Finally, a
Carl Blum, 2j>. cit.t PPdoes not add honor
owever
•act should be mentioned, which, koweve:r,
°
. a n d t h i s i o t h a t
c i t y b
o
«
a
n
d
rell-known bxebenpfeiffer was nunuouuuu
oartit
n the years 1848 and 1849 in not an unimportant way parti
ipated in the revolutionary aims of that time.
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The traveling minister poet Blaul, in 1835» had
written:
Wer um diese Zeit nach Homburg kam, dachte an hie
letzten Ereignisse,. die von Homburg zum Hambacher Fest
fuhrten. Denn Dr. Wirth und Dr. Siebenpfeiffer waren
wahrend ihrer Tatigkeit in Homburg in enge Verbindung
mit den Burgern der Stadt gekommen und begeisterten sie
fur die Ideen von Hambach.27

>
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Fischer, Homburg 1958. P* 116. Trans.: All those
who came to Homburg in this time thought of the last events
which led from Homburg to the Hambach Festival. For Dr.
Wirth and Dr. Siebenpfeiffer had become closely connected
with the citizens of the city during their term of activity
in Homburg, and they inspired them with the ideas of Hambach.
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II.

HAMBACH

In the twentieth century, the Hambach Festival is
often referred to as the "birth"28

or "cradle"29 of German

democracy.

Indeed, it was the first political mass meeting
30
in German history, and the largest in the 19th century.
Walter Gruber calls the Hambach Festival "the root of
today's democracy in Germany,"51

and Marianne Grewe sees

in it an "important step in the development of the political
32
consciousness of women."
The number of people participating in the festival
has been estimated at 25,000 to 30,000.35

This figure is

impressive considering the fact that in 1830 to 1832 cities

28Karl

Heinz in Pfalz am Rhein (Neustadt, Pfalzer Verkehrsverein, n.d.) n.p.
2^Weber,

0£. cit., p. 36.

5°Theodor
51Walter

Heuss, in Hambacher Gesprache, p. 143-

Gruber, Hambach 1832-1957.* P* 420.

52Ibld.

"veber, <a>. cit-. PA contemPorary-ftcEES i|

s±ZeB

February 10. 1932 mentions the
cf. Buhler, Hambach 1832-1932_« P*
state 30,000.

the

I™ber

mu

aa 30,000.

SOUrces
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like Mannheim or Mainz had fewer inhabitants (22,COO 01
27,000 respectively).34

About 500 students of the Universi

ty of Heidelberg participated; this was half the enrollment
55

of that university.

Participants from the Palatinate were about 20,000

in number;36

including many persons who had arrived by

carriage from Zweibrucken, Landstuhl, and Homburg.

Dele

gations came from places as far as Strassburg, Paris, Metz,
« ancy, Mainz, Marburg, Worms, and Speyer.

About 2,000

59

to 5,000 stayed overnight in Heustadt.

Besides a few thousand visitors from outside the. Pa
latinate, the participation of local people was overwhelming.
The majority of the inhabitants of the area were in favor
of the gathering and enthusiastically followed the invita
tions sent out in April and early May.

In the first decades

of the 19th century the entire Palatinate was liberally

34Arbeitsgemeinschaft

der Pfalzer Presse, HamfcacH 1251.

p. 71•
33Ibid.
36Buhler,

o£. cit«, p. 99*

3^Biihler,

0£. cit., p« 1°°*

38Iuiiwig

Borne oeJne from Paris^ tein^specia

S ? 5 5s r
3^Buhler,

p

-

o£. cit., p. 101.

^ eve

1 3 1 ,
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inclined,40
1830,,41

and it became a main center of unrest after

It j_g true, the inhabitants of the area were 11

berals of different shades, but eager—in their temperamental
42
manner—to maintain their freedom and their rights.
The permission to retain existing "institutions
after the French model, together with the later developing
Bavarian ones, made the area of the Palatinate the most demo
cratic unit within the realms of the Deutsche Bund after
1815.45

The decades of the French Revolution and Napoleonic

Government had left their mark much more in the Palatinate
than anywhere else in the German states.44

The ideas of

1789 remained alive, and the preference for democratic forms^
of life even survived the years of Napoleon's dictatorship.

von

40Theodor
Kraemer.

Erasmus Hilgard, Briefe an
||
Tsaarbrucken: Dr. Wolfgang Kramer, 1955) n.p.

41Buhler,

Deutsche Geschichte, V., p. 222, calls it
"Hauptunruheherd ".
42^
all laws in force in the Palatinate in
1818 (e.g*. ^ode"Civil and Code Penal etc.)
^banged, in spite of the new Bavarian constitution.
4 3 t ^
T„ot
in "Der Vormarz", Hambacher |^st 1§22-Ii2l»
p 27. 5SlJ"& Palatinate^be "freiheTtllchste Gebiet »
Bereich des gesamten Deutschen Bundes.

44Biihler,

45Just,

Op

Deutsche Geschichte, V., p. 222.
.»

» P*

27.

T
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A depression was caused by economic restrictions
(due to the geographical situation of the Palatinate), the
customs law of 1829, and the failure of the harvest. 46

But

the economic factor was not decisive in preparing the ground
for an event like Hambach.

Because of the co—existence of

French law and the Bavarian constitution, the Palatinate be
came the arena of revolutionary agitation, which used pre
vailing tensions to fight the battle for freedom at a place
where it had the best chances to succeed.

A *7

Not only a few

radicals, but the entire bourgeoisie took a passionate
interest in the developments and supported their speakers.

48

As in France, the tool of the revolutionaries was the press,
Already the news about the July revolution in Paris had met
with more attention and sympathy in the Palatinate than any
where else in Germany.

However, unrest bc;gan only after the

King of Bavaria changed his formerly liberal attitude and
made this change known to his subjects.

The Bavarian Go

vernment imposed restrictions on the Palatinate; Bavarian

46 The Palatinate had in the past been a true transit
area* now the Hessian-Prussian customs union and the WUrtt e m b e r g -Bavarian customs union limited and dxmxnished
the
trade with adjacent Hesse and Prussia.
4 7 Just,

loc. cit.» Heuss, op., cit., p. 27*

4 8 Ibid.

iJ
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ordinances against the freedom of the press were now to be
49
followed also in the Palatinate.
50
Gradually, a hatred against "Altbayern"
developed.
There was plenty of friction already, due to the fact that
Catholicism had a stronghold in Bavaria, while the Palati
nate people were mostly reformed Protestants or Lutherans,
united in one denomination after 1818.51

The general atti

tude of the intellectuals in the Palatinate is revealed in
the following contemporary statement:
Bayern bildet in der Tat in dem Gemalde des heutigen
Deutschlands die dunkelste Schattenpartie, und es ist
ein wahrer Jammer, dass unser schbnes Rheinland, in
welchem alle Elemente des geistigen wie des materiellen
Fortschreitens so reichlich vorhanden sind, gerade an
diesen Staat festgekettet werden musste. Bine argere
Mesalliance hat nie stattgefunden.52
Hot the least of the causes of trouble in this area
is the fact that the people of the Palatinate are lively and

^Just, loc. clt.
50Trans.:

"Old Bavaria", i.e. Bavaria proper.

Sljuet. op. cit., p. 27.
52Q^ Albert Becker, Der Geist von Hambach (Speyer.
Pfalzisches Museum, 1932), p. 81. Trans.: Indeed, Bavaria
forms within the painting of today's Germany
*£keat
shadow, and it is truly a pity that our beautiful Rheinland,
in which all elements of spiritual and material
are plentifully available, had to be chained to this state.
There has never been a worse misalliance.
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easily excitable. 53

They are enlightened, open to every54
thing new and mobile.
Their temperament makes them
55
fighters for what they think is right.
In 1932, reflecting on the Hambach Festival of 1832,
Theodor Heuss stated that the Palatinate was destined to
become a kettle to brew unrest, which found expression in
the events of Hambach.^ 6

This first political gathering in

modern German history was described by Heinrich Heine as a
beginning;

H ...dort,

auf Hambach, jubelte die moderne Zeit

ihre Sonnenaufgangslieder...."

57

-^Theodor Heuss "Has Hambacher Fest" in Hambacher Fest
1832-1957 • p. 13.
-^Hilgard, ojo. cit., n.p.
-^Bvihler, Deutsche Geschichte. V., p. 222.
-^Theodor Heuss, loc. cit., p. 4.
"^Heinrich Heine, Gesammelte Werke, cit. in Hambach eg;
Pest 1832-1957. p. 151. Trans.: ... there, in Hambach, the
modern times cheered their sunrise songs....".

III.

AFTERMATH

The news of the Hambach Festival reached Munich on
June 2, 1832, and the Bavarian Government reacted immediately to the "catastrophe"

58

by publishing a declaration,

indicating that all "necessary measures would be taken to
protect the rights of the throne, the state, its constitution
59
and position within the Bund".
On June 7, the government in Munich instructed the
Appellationsgericht in Zweibriicken to begin investigations
against the speakers of the Hambach gathering; nine days
later the arrest of the "traitors" was ordered.60
Before being arrested on June 16, 1832, Dr. Wirth
published a proclamation in Homburg, signed by himself, and
titled "Hie politische Reform Deutschlands - ein dringendes
Wort an die deutschen Volksfreunde."6l

Concluding, it read:

58Buhler, Hambach 1832-1222, p. 144.
Metternich Called
he event "The Scandal of Hambach", cf. Buhler,
ci£.. p.

45.
59BUhler,

ojd. cit., p. 144.

60„, „
„
read: Die Hochverrater, welche bei
The German
,
Fest ihre verbrecherlschen Plane
>m schandlichen J^a^ s2Lrift an den Tag gelegt haben.
lumwunden durch Wort una oc
6lTrans.:

,rd to

The political reform of Germany, an urgent
frtenLV the German people.
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"All patriots are urgently asked to help with the distribution
of this brochure; orders may be placed with Madame Wirth in
Homburg.1,62
Dr. Siebenpfeiffer was arrested on June 18, 1832, to
gether with five other speakers: HochdOrffer, Eifler, Becker,
^ 63
Host, and Scharpff.
By the end. of June, General Wrede moved into the Pala
tinate with one third of the Bavarian Army (8,500 men).64
President Andrean of the Rheinkreisverwaltung In
Speyer, who had attempted in vain to pacify the Bavarian Go
vernment by minimizing the significance of the Hambach events,
65
replaced by President btengel.
The Deutsche Bond in Frankfurt agreed to Metternich's
proposal to eliminate freedom of the press, to forbid the planting of freedom trees, to stop unauthorized public gatherings
and meetings, and to show the colors of the liberals (blackred-gold)66.
The arrested liberals sat in prison in Zweibrucken for
fourteen months, waiting to be tried.

62Buhler,

6^Ibid.,

Eventually, it was

Hambach 1832-1952, p. 151.

p. 148.

64Ibid.

Ibid., p. 149.

Ibid., p. 152.
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' decided to transfer them to Landau for the jury sessions,
since new unrest was feared, and Landau, a fortress with a
gy
strong military force, was considered to be wore secure.
The Court met for nineteen days, beginning June 29,
1833.

On August 16, 1833, the final judgment ruled that none

of the accused was guilty.

However, with the exception of

Scharpff and Bifler, the acquitted were not freed, but brought
before the Zuchtpolizeigericht.

Dr. ^iebenpfeiffer, Dr. Wirth

and Pastor Hochdorffer were sentenced to the maximum of two
years in prison.^

With the help of Becker,- Dr. Ciebenpfeii^er

was able to escape from the prison in Brankenthal in November,
1833.

He emigrated to Switzerland where he became a professor

of Law and Political Science in Berne in lo34. In May, 184:5,
, n 0 69
he died in Btiraplitz near Berne, insane sun.ee 1842.
Dr. Wirth was transferred from ZweibrUcken to Kaioerslautern in April 1834.

Half way there, passing the villae of

Bruchhof, the stage coach was attached, one horse was killed,
and the lieutenant escorting the transport was wounded.
was freed, but he refused to go with his liberators.

67Biihler,

Hambach lg?2-19?i» P-

^Ibid.
7^Herzberg,

6^Ibld.,

p. 155

op.c^t», P* 209*

152-

Wirth

While
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some authors^1 maintain that their names never became known,
others state that five of the liberators managed to flee,
while six were caught."^2

"under police supervision.
to France.

All of them were from Homburg.

He managed to flee from weissenburg

In 1848 he returned to the Palatinate and became a

deputy of the Frankfurter Nationalvercammlung.

His life came

73
to an end in the same year.
During the years 1832-1842 a total of 1600 individual
cases were investigated.

Besides, all persons suspected to be
74
demagogues were put under police supervision.

7^"Weber,

0£. cit., p. 22.

72Crusius,

Coutourier, Smig, Reinheimer, Simon, Zimmermann
and Carl August Stuckart, an architect, who was supposed to be
the head of°the group. The latter was in absentia sentenced
to death, after he managed to flee.
75BUhler,

Hambach 1632-1932, p. 156. Dr. Wirth died July

26, 1848.
^Fischer, 0£. cit., p. 47.
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IV.

DER VOLE ALS 3CHAFER 7 5

One o f t h e 1800 c a s e s i n d i v i d u a l l y i n v e s t i g a t e d was
t h a t of t h e Dean of t h e P r o t e s t a n t Church i n Homburg, P a s t o r
C a r l G o t t f r i e d Weber, f a t h e r o f C a r l David Weber.
I n h i s p o s i t i o n , C a r l G o t t f r i e d Weber was a l s o t h e
S c h o o l S u p e r i n t e n d e n t , and t h u s a Royal B a v a r i a n O f f i c i a l .
The Bavarian Government o r d e r e d a n i n v e s t i g a t i o n t o be made
r e g a r d i n g t h e involvement o f Dean Weber i n t h e e v e n t s o f 1 8 3 2 .
K o n s i s t o r i a l r a t S c h u l z was t o be t h e i n v e s t i g a t o r , who, how
ever, tried to delay action.
burg in 1833.^

F i n a l l y , h e had t o go t o Hom-

One o f t h e main q u e s t i o n s Dean Weber was

a s k e d was w h e t h e r h e had a t t e n d e d a d i n n e r g i v e n i n honor o f
D r . Wirth i n J a n u a r y 1 8 3 2 . H e a d m i t t e d t h a t he i n d e e d had
78
a t t e n d e d t h e d i n n e r , one o f f o r t y g u e s t s .
However, h e
m a i n t a i n e d t h a t he d i d n o t know D r . W i r t h p r i o r t o t h a t t i m e .

7^Trans.:

The Wolf a s a S h e p h e r d .

" ^ F i s c h e r , Homburger H e f t e (Homburg:Verlagsdruckerei
W. Ermer, 1 9 5 8 ) , p . 45; c f . Appendix V. The i n v e s t i g a t o r ,
upon r e c e i p t o f t h e r o y a l o r d e r d a t e d September 2 6 ,
a s k e d f o r p e r m i s s i o n t o postpone t h e t r i p t o Homburg because
o f t h e "bad w e a t h e r , s h o r t d a y s and p o o r road c o n d i t i o n s .
77Cf,

77, footnote 10

^ F i s c h e r , 0 £ . e f t . , p» 4 6 .

.
I n h i s Walderode, D r . W i r t h m e n t i o n s t h e f a c t
t h a t Dean Weber a t t e n d e d t h e welcome d i n n e r .

79
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The investigation continued, however, on the grounds
that Dean Weber had been a close friend of Dr. Siebenpfeifier.
The former Landeskommissar had also been an active member of
the Protestant Church Synod.^

The degree of friendship be

tween Dr. Siebenpfeiffer and Dean Weber may be judged by the
fact that Carl Gottfried Weber visited Dr. Siebenpfeiffer in
prison in Zweibriicken, and, during the time of his absence,
Dean Weber took care of his garden and vineyard, half way up

81

the Schlossberg.

80Institut

fur staatsburgerliche Bildung, Hambacher
flesnrache. (Wiesbaden: Steiner Verlag, 1964), p. 43.
81Pic,rher.

op. cit., p. 45. Cf. Report of the Investiga
tor Dr. Schultz dated-Speyer, February 27, 1833, addressed to
KBnigliches Consistorium, MS, at Kirchen-Archiv Speyer.

In spite of Dean Veber*s defense, in a marginal note
(file H.St.A.M.A. 1677-2384) in his own handwriting King
ludwig of Bavaria called him a "wolf as shepherd," and de
manded his removal, because of his sympathies with Dr. Wirth
82
and Dr. Siebenpfeiffer.
Who, then, was this shepherd?
Carl Gottfried Weber attended school in Zweibrucken
and Kaiserslautern and later studied theology at the Univer—
83
sity of Jena, from 1798 to 1800.
Normally, the young men from the Palatinate studied
at the University of Heidelberg, the closest university to
their area.84

Perhaps young Weber decided to go to Jena

because at that time Friedrich Schiller, the liberal poet
and historian, was living and working in Jena. During this
period, Schiller was completing his "Wallenstein Trilogy,"
which was performed in the neighboring city of Weimar:
"Wallensteins Lager" on October 12, 1798, "Die Piccolomini"
on January 30, 1799, and "Wallensteins Tod" on April 20,
1799.

Mannheim is the place where Schiller's "Rauber" were

first performed, and where, for a while, the poet worked as

82In

Johannes Biihler, Hambach 1832-1932. p. 174, from
Hauptstaatsarchiv Miinchen, Ludwigstrasse.
«Cf. Appendix VI: Carl Gottfried Weber's educational
report.
84According

to Dr. Sger, Kirchen-Archiv Speyer.
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playwright under Dalberg.

It i s only a short uiatanee

from Kaiserslautern, across the Rhine.

The K a f c i o n a l t n e a t e r

i n Mannheim had b e e n f o u n d e d b y t h e P a l a t i n a t e E l e c t o r K a r l
T h e o d o r i n 1 7 7 6 ; t h e c i t y o f Mannheim h a d been t h e r e s i d e n c e
o f t h e P a l a t i n a t e E l e c t o r s u n t i l 1 7 7 8 , and t r u e t h e c u l t u r a l
center of the Palatinate.

How c l o s e l y t h e p e o p l e f r o m Ham

burg and environment identify themselves with ochiller s
i d e a s i s shown b y t b « f a c t t h a t a d r a w i n g d e p i c t i n g a s c e n e
i n Homburg f r o m t h a t p e r i o d i s e n t i t l e d " D r i i d e r u b e r t i S t e r a l t , " a line from S c h i l l e r ' s "t-.e to Joy

e y o n d t h e s t a r s . . . . " l i n e f r o m "Ode

n by S c h i l l e r o r i g i n a l l y u n d e r t h e
The d r a w i n g was made b y Hermann
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The investigations of Dean Weber's participation in
the revolutionary activities lasted until July 1834. Helmuth
Kimmel, who did considerable research on the eifects of the
Hambach Festival on the Protestant Church in the Palatinate,
*

came to the conclusion that
a less skilled and talented man than
hardly have gotten through without being punished.

8g

However* new difficulties arose for Carl Gottfried
Weber, when his son Carl David left Homburg a few years later
for America.87

Carl Gottfried Weber was again suspected of

democratic agitation and transferred to Schwegenheim, as an
88
ordinary minister.

8^Institut

fur staatsblirgerliche Bildung, 0£, cit..,

p. 43. ~
1 David Weber left Homburg in the fall of 1836;
Of. Fischer, jffi. cit., P. 47.
88Ibid

Carl Gottfried Weber lost his deanship when
being transferred. He died in Schwegenheim in 1859.
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V.

THE SOU

When .Dr. Wirth. came to Homburg in 1832, Carl David
Weber, oldest son of Dean Carl Gottfried Weber, was seven
teen years old.

At the time of the .Hambach Festival, he

was 18 years and 3 l/2 months old.
Considering the fact that his father had known Dr.
Biebenpfeiffer for many years, it is likely that also young
Weber was among his followers.

He whose home was on the

market place may even have helped to set up the freedom
89
trees, and he may have attended the gatherings.
The participation of young people at the Hambach
Festival is stressed by many authors. The event was called
90
a Kundgebung der politischen Jugend.
Professors and stu
dents were among the participants in larger proportion than
was in accord with their number within the population.
Besides students, there were also many young craftsmen and
journalists.^
Carl David Weber's name is on none of the lists
issued by either the Bavarian Government or the Deutsche

Buhler, Hamoach 1832-1932. p. 99, mentions that
"Halbwiichsige" (trans.: teenagers) showed particular inter
est in the gatherings.
^Trans.» A Convention of the Political Youth.
^Walter Gruber in Harobacher Fast, 1957, p* 124.
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Bund.52

However, among the students and young people listed

in the "Schwarze Buch"55 as suspects are the names of many
who were known to him, either from his home in Homburg or
from his school days in Zweibriicken.

In particular there

are the brothers Krafft, who were raised in the house of
94
Carl David's "uncle" Hilgard.
Perhaps Carl David was just as cunning as his father
was in escaping persecution and punishment, or perhaps
was sheer luck that he was neither caught nor suspected.
As Tinkham reports—and his only source of information was
Carl David Weber himself—
his mind had been trained in Politlca}
**1^
as in other sciences, and the young- man was int^este
in the revolutionary events then taking pi
» —
taking an active cart.

52Tha

Bundeszentralbehorde published on £^sone^ gegen
i list "Alphabetisches tferzeichnis
eG^hritten worrelche bezuglich ^o^^arer Umt:"Individuen welche wegen
ien ist."
Another list was called. Ind^iauen>(
••evolutionarer Umtriebe in Untersuchung stehen.
95Trans.s

Black Book; it refers to the list publi~he
m August o, 1838 by the Eundeszentralbehorde.
^Both brothers Krafft werie Burschenschaftler, and
me of them is listed in the Black Book,
•
^7 of Gym£|e£mann, 0£. cit., p. 65;
the Year book of «;27«
•asitun Bipontinum shows a pencil mark ne
.lefuinnig in
tadwig's name: "in MUnchen im Gefangnis " n d H e L s a n e i n
Sweibfucken." Trans.: in prison in Munich, and insan
. . .

f l

'weibriicken."
55Tinkham,

ojo. cit., p« 56.

'100
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Historians in Homburg and Kaiserslautern
believe
that Carl David Weber's "active part" does not only relate to
97
Hambach, but possibly to the attempt to free Dr. Wirth,
or
98
to the "Frankfurter Putsch."
Tinkham, discussing the "most important events in
European history which took place during Captain Weber s eaili
life"9^ mentions that
The events made a strong impression on his mind ....
He was in business but a short time when his thoughts
were turned to "the home of the free." 100

9^Studienrat

und Pfarrer Karl Fischer, City Historian of
Hnmhurir and Dr. Fritz Braun of Heimatstelle Pfalz, KaisersSSI wUhdhom during the fall of 1963 the wrifer had numerous
opportunities to discuss the events from 1832 to 183&.
97Cf.

p. 92, footnote 72. The attempt took place on the
Kaiserstrasse between Homburg and Kaiserslautern, close o Erueh
hof, a small village in the immediate
22S? 1B34
(which is not situated on the mam road), on April
Weber, op. cit,, p. 23; the would-be liberators were ell from
Homburg; six escaped and remained unidentified.
9Scf. Vt 26. footnote 85. Theodor Erasmus Engelmann, a
law student and Burschensohaftler (a relative of Carl B<*vi
®_e '
but not the Theodor Engelmann with whom he e^frated), part:icl
pated in both the Hambach Festival and the Jhar.kfurt f^'sch.
was able to flee to France and was sentenced to five
prison in absentia. He was a friend of Uustav Peter hoerne ,
also participated in these events aniwhonur
Engelmann,
Sophie Dorothea Engelmann, in 183b. ex. uaecKex
op. cit., pp.73-100.
99Tinkham,

op.• c i t • , p . 5 6 .

.1 bid._

101
This statement implies that there is a direct con
nection between Carl David Weber's emigration and the revo
lutionary events which took place after 1850 in the area.
It is also interesting to note that Tinkham knows of
£ "loss pf memory" which Carl David Weber suffered relating
to the time before he went into business and after giving up
school studies.101
According to Tinkham, Dean Weber expected to see his
son study for the ministry.102

He was being prepared to

attend the German universities at the proper age.

^

The

proper age for a student to enroll was 17 1/2 years of age
as can be learned from Dean Weber's education.104

Carl David

Weber, having lost one year by repeating a grade, would have
been prepared to go to a university when he was 18 1/2. He
reached this age in the autumn of 1832, a few months after
the Hambach festival, and at the time when the investigations
against Dean Weber began.

101Tinkham,

102Ibid.,

104Cf.

Even without being suspected

0£. cit.» p. 56.

p. 55.

p. 47 footnote 53; also cf. Appendix VI.

102
himself, the involvement of Dean Weber alone would have
105
prevented Carl David's admission to a university#
With such a situation prevailing, Carl David Weber,
"with his love of liberty....looked away from the home of
his childhood....to that New World, where the persecuted
Pilgrim had gone before."
VI..

THE FAMILY

In his Lebeneerinnerungen Carl Schurz recalls the
events in Germany of the years following the July revolution
in 1850, which drove out large numbers of talented and
strong minded men.

He lists some of the "hervorragenden
107
Manner der friihen dreissiger Jahre":
the Engelmanns,

Hilgards,

Tittmanns,

Bunsens,

Follenius,

Earners,

and

5After

the events of Hambach, Metternich had inten
sified his restrictive measures through the Bund in Frank
furt; this second and stricter persecution of "demagogues"
was particularly aimed at students and professors. Cf,
Ernst Wilmanns, Gerhard Bonwetsch, Jochen Dittrich, H. H.
Eberle, Grundriss der Geschichte. (Stuttgart: Ernst Elett
Verlag, n.d.), II# P» 207.
10s

Tinkham,
SAi*» P» 56.: It is possible that Tink—
ham uses the word "persecuted" intentionally, to mention a
a fact which he, however, does not want to discuss.

107

Trans.: exceptional men of the early thirties.

103
Munchs.

Of these, the Engelmanns"^^, Hilgards"^"^, Titt-

manns"*""^", and Korners^^belong to one family.

Among the

older generation, Theodor Erasmus Hilgard was the most out
standing personality.

He was a judge at the Court of Appeals

in Zweibrlioken, but resigned his position to emigrate with
his mother's family, the Engelmanns, led by his uncle,
Friedrich Theodor Engelmann.

^®®Carl Schurz. Lebenserinnerungen. (Berlin: waiter de
Gruyter & Co., 1952;, p. 315.
"^^Georg Theodor Engelmann, Doctor of Medicine, a Burschenschaftler in Heidelberg, Berlin, and Wurzburg, was the
first to depart for Illinois. His father, Friedrich Theodor
Engelmann, had been the leader of the liberal and republican
party in the Palatinate. He called his new home "Harbor of
Justice". His daughter Caroline married Ernst Wilhelm
Decker, a political refugee; his daughter Sophie Dorothea
married Gustav Peter Koerner, who was a leader in the Burschenschaft of Heidelberg, a participant in both the Hambach
Festival and the Frankfurt Putsch; his son Theodor Erasmus
Engelmann was a member of the Burschenschaft in Heidelberg
and a participant in the Hambach Festival and the Frankfurt
Putsch; cf. Baecker und Engelmann, OJP. cit., pp. 76-79.
^•"^Gustav Leonhard Hilgard, a student of law, was the
first to emigrate; he left in 1832 to prepare for the emi
gration of the family. His younger brother Heinrich Julius
Friedrich, also a student of law, emigrated to the United
States, but returned to Germany in 1848 and became a member
of the short-lived revolutionary government of the Palati
nate; cf. Baecker und Engelmann, 0£. cit., pp. 56-61.
^"^Rosa Hilgard married Eduard Tittmann, who had been
persecuted for revolutionary actions; her sister Clara
married Carl Tittmann, who had also been persecuted. Cf.
Baecker und Engelmann, 0£. cit., p. 94.
112Cf.

p. 26 footnote 85.
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Henry Hilgard-Villard gave an account of the unsatis
factory situation in the Palatinate, which he thought was
felt more by his uncle Theodor Erasmus Hilgard than by any
other member of the family, and which eventually led to his

113
decision to emigrate.
Theodor Erasmus Hilgard himself described the ten
sions of the times in his Erinnerungen:

For all positions which became vacant the Government
appointed "Altbayern"114 as judges to secure the majo
rity of votes in political proceedings, a measure which
was the more deplorable for local members of the court
since those people did not^know anything about the laws
in force in Rheinbayern.11- One of our best and most
valued colleagues was transferred—as a punishment to
Bavaria, since by' pure chance he was the reporting
judge in a case, the verdict.of which displeased the
government. Something similar could have happened to
me any time. My attitude and belief was not unknown
to the government, and X never even attempted to conceal
it. A member of the Generalprokuratur informed me con
fidentially one day that the "Black Book in Munchen
c^s the whole Hilgard family, including the women
republicans, however, with the additional comment, that
they "obey law and order." One has to admit that
Black Book was well informed 1 Ho

v-marrl. Erinnerungen (n.p., n.n., n.d.), p.
18, in possession of justizrat m£X Schuler. City Historian
>f Zweibriicken.
^frana.: people from Bavaria proper.
115Trans.:

Rhenish Bavaria = Palatinate.

ll6Theodor

Erasmus Hilgard, Erinnerungen {n.p., n.n.,

x.d.) n.p.
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Hilgard discusses the "thousand obstacles to the
commerce and industry, the self-conceit of the nobility,
the officers and officials, the general suppression of free
speech, the interference of the police in all types of mat
ters, the restrictions of the press" which finally led to
his decision to emigrate.

He explains:

The most important reason to leave Germany was the
future of my children and further descendents. I con
sidered also that my political conviction, which I
wished to give to my children through teaching and
example, was undesirable according to our authorities,
and that I either had to falsify the education of my
children—and become disloyal to myself—or to expose
them to the maltreatment by the Government.
Also, I considered it an invaluable gain to help my
descendents to become free people, to secure for them
selves the consciousness of a higher human dignity,
which i3 always a peculiarity of republicans.I-1-7
This was the attitude and belief of Judge Theodor Erasmus
Hilgard, the uncle whom Carl David Weber planned to join
in 1856, together with his young cousin Theodor Engelmann,
118
of Steinwenden.

"^'Theodor Erasmus Hilgard, op., cit.. n.p.
118Tinkham,

pp. cit.. p. 57.
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VII.

THE EMIGRANTS ABROAD.

Most of the emigrants of the Engelmarm-Hilgard fami
lies looked for a new life in "the great American union, with
her unmeasured area, her free institutions, and her unpredict
able future....some members remained in Europe, and a
few returned to Germany, after the persecutions had been
abandoned.^"2^
The Hilgards and Engelmanns settled in Belleville,
121
Illinois, and they became known as the "Latin Farmers.
Belleville, Illinois, was also the destination of
y^ng Carl David Weber, who left Europe from Le Havre early
in October, 1856,122 accompanied by his cousin Theodor Engelmann.

He had obtained a passport from Speyer on August 22,

113Hilgard,

o£. cit., n.p.

120France

and Switzerland were the countries £*™red
within Europe; the persecutions lessened in 1856. Cf.
md Engelmann, op. cit., p. 93«
^"2^"Carl Schurz, o£« cit., p. 315.
l22According

to Hammond and Morgan (gp.cit., p.31) a
according
David to his younger brother
communication was eent by ^arl gaviiLe Havri. The next
Ludwig Philipp, on
after that date was the "McLellan"
ressel sailing for America
"Ernest" (October 7, 1856),
OrliJS M theS destination. Cf. Supplement of
coth with New Orlean
1857, No. 5129, information receilournal du Havre, Jan. 1<^
3^, HavrQf Qn October 50, 1965.
d
nu ?+?
and Records Service in Washington accor^ommunication^of January 30, 1964, have no entry in
ling

to

a
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1836, and, two days before that a certificate from the Mayor
123
of Homburg stating that he was a citizen in good standing.
Tinkham, whose History of Stockton is based on per
sonal interviews with Charles Weber, does not explain why the
cousins parted upon arrival in New Orleans "in the winter of
1836,"124 but it may be that Carl David was not too eager to
meet his uncle Hilgard in Belleville.

Years later, and only

after "his health failed,"125 did he decide to go north.
However, even then he did not go to Belleville, but stopped
in St. Louis.

Here he became aware of the possibilities in

the West, and again decided to postpone his visit to his
126
uncle.
The existence of a letter by Theodor Erasmus Hilgard
about the contents of a suitcase which Carl David Weber left
in Belleville in 184112^ proves that there had been at least
a contact with the Hilgards, even if the newcomer did not go

their New Orleans indexes for a Carl David (Charles) Weber.
No indexes in New Orleans list his name, according to Ilka
Maria Hartmann's investigations in January 1965.
12^Hammond

and Morgan, op. cj/b«, p. 31.

l2^Tinkham,

0£. cit.. p. 57.

125lbid.
126Ibid.
12^Hammond

and Morgan, o£. cit.. p. 44.
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to Belleville himself.

Possibly the reason why Tinkham did

not hear about this contact was that it had been unpleasant
for Carl David, who planned to go West and met with the dis
approval of his strong-willed uncle.

Also, after leaving

Missouri, there does not seem to have been an exchange of
letters.

Theodor Erasmus Hilgard comments on California in

a letter dated December 6, 1847, which, proves that he had not
heard from Carl David Weber's activities in California. Judge
Hilgard discusses the emigration to the West, which had been
promoted by a German named Schmdlder, who had an extremely
bad reputation, and whom he calls an

Erz -#indbeutel

und

Schwindler." 128 He feels it his duty to warn would-be emi
grants in Europe, and to inform them about what is waiting
for them:
Sollte es nicht eine Art Pflicht sein, dieser "arnung
Sollte es nio
, Art Publizitat zu geben, oder
draussen auf eine pa-senae
e t n e n o d e r anderen Teilsie wemgstens in
nnigen Unternehmen zu bringen?
nehmers an d i e . s e m j f l s w e i l noc h keineswegs ausI C h SK"?,?" dSs
mU den U.S. vereinigt
gemacht ist, dass *aii
dortige Bevblkerung unter
werden wird, tells well
e n d f i c h t w e i l a n e Nachaller Kritik
t z t 'm 3 e r Kalifornien hierher gelangt
Bezug J
H^rn^Sd^^rsfheinlich niehts als lug und Trug
sind. 129

l28 Trans.: arch-boaster

T ?Q
warning

rtt.

publicity

and cheater.

i A -j + nn+ be a kind of duty to give this
in a £i£ble way,or at least to iet it get
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It is likely that Judge Hilgard if he met Carl David Weber
in 1841, felt it his duty to warn the young man just as vehe
mently.
Another reason why Carl David Weber did not keep in
touch with the family members in Belleville may have been his
conversion to Catholicism in 1850.150

The liberal Protestants

whose troubles in Germany had originated mostly from Catholic:
131
Bavaria were not to be expected to approve of a conversion.

into the hands of one or the other participant in this Insane
endeavour? I call it insane since on the one hand it is not
at all decided that California will be united with the Uni
ted States, and also since the population there is said to

but ties ana cneau«s.
.
Hilgard to Phillip H. von Kraemer, in op. cit., p. l^^.J

his California days; he aia nou
Bartleson party.

—
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Here again Theodor Erasmus Hilgard made his point of view
clears
Sie fragen mich, ob es wahr sei, dass meine ^eid®^
Sdhne Eugen und Theodor katholisch geworden sind; Es
leider wahr. Fantasterei und Liebe sind die Quellen
dieser Torheit. Eugen hat eine katholische Frau, Theodor
eine katholische Brlut. Auch m0gen die •wirk:lich abstossenden Formen, die der Protestantismus in Amerika ange
nommen hat, viel dazu beigetragen haben. Die;Xeilich
liebenswurdige und milde Jungfrau Maria Eilde* jjeilich
einen grossen Eontrast zu dem grimmigen Teufel der Methodisten
Sie wissen, wie tolerant ich in relxgiosen
Di^eniia. dooh iirgert mich die Sache als eine Dummhelt,
ohne mir ubrigens weiteren Kumrner zu machen.
It may have been for this same reason that Carl David
Weber did not keep in touch with his family in the Palati
nate.

In August 1850 his father inquired whether Charles

M. Weber of California was indeed his son Carl David Weber
and demanded a confirmation by his son's hand.
rumors to that effect.133

132Trans

He had heard

Half a year later, Carl David's

• You asked me whether it is true that both

ny sons E^ea'^/he^a^Vand^o?e
source of Sis
nately, it is true. iaXi^ nLholic wife, Theodor a Catholic
foolishness. Eugen has a
f^rm3 whiCh Protestanfiancee. Also, indeed, tne repeu
in it.
tism has assumed in ^erica
acious, and kind Virgin
beautif grim devil of the Methodists,
As a matter of fact>
Wary is a strong contrast -to 1tje ffiatter3>
but this
You know how tolerant I ian
jej fausing further trouble to
annoys me as a stupidity, without
letter to
tne, though. (Hilgard, o£. cit,, p. 215, in a
philipp H. von Kraemer, dated May 17, 1861.)
133Hammond

and Morgan, 0£. cit., p. 43.

Ill
mother wrote a letter stating that the family had finally
heard about their son through an article in the Augsburger
134
Zeitung of July 23-24, 1850
A church-book entry of 1869 indicates that even at
that date few knew about the fate of Carl David Weber, son of
a Dean of the Protestant church, who either could not or
would not live a life in a reactionary world:
On December 30, 1814, Carl Weber, previously Minister
in Steinwenden, Pfalz, was appointed
and Presi
dent of the reformed Lokalconsistoriuxn by the K-.h.
Osterreichische und bayrische gemeinschaftliche Lande
administrations-Commission. At the later new organiza
tion of the Unified Church in the Palatinate, he
Chairman of the Dekanat Homburg.
In 1843 he was transferred to the parish of Schwegenheim Dekanat Germersheim-Pfalz, and died there so
1
o? An Advanced age by an unfortunate fall from
ye?r^Sf
He had several sons* one of whom Is supposed
to have obtained colossal wealth in the gold country of
California by good fortune. 135

1-^Hammond and Morgan, o]3» pit., p* 44.
135Extract

from Church Book Dekanat Homburg (Saar),
1869, cf. Appendix VII.
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CHAPTER IV.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
I. SUMMARY
The period in history in which Carl David Weber
spent his childhood and youth in Germany was later called
the "Vormarz" (pre-March), and related to the events in the
Germanies after the 1848 Revolution in France.
Carl David Weber was born after Napoleon had dis
appeared from the German scene; his childhood was spent in
the Metternich-Restoration era; and even during his school
ing young Weber felt the suppression of new and modern ideas
in education by the State.

As a young man Carl David Weber

witnessed the work of the two outstanding liberals of the
Palatinate, Dr. Siebenpfeiffer and Dr. Wirth, in the little
City of Homburg, his home town, and he saw what happened to
them after their greatest achievement

the first political

mass meeting in German history-had taken place in Hambach.
Restrictions and persecution increased in the follow
ing years; there seemed to be little hope for a change for
the better.

An average of 20,000 Germans left the "father

land" every year.1

1Franz

In 1836 Carl David Weber was one of those

Schnabel, 0£. cit., p. 359*
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George Tinkham mentions that "during Captain Weber's
early life some of the most important events in European
history took place."

2

Governmental reaction to these events drove Carl
David Weber out; he did not emigrate to America to seek ad
ventures or riches.

He had experienced adventures and ex

citement enough at home.

Carl David Weber wished to leave

for other reasons: he wanted to become the master of his own
fate in a free country.
XI.

CONCLUSIONS

Readers who know the Palatinate and in particular
the area between Zweibriicken and Kaiserslautern will not at
all be surprised by the fact that Charles M, Weber was much
struck by the beauty of San Joaquin County, and loved
oak-studded and tule-crowded. country, as Tinkham tells.
was like home to him.

It

Also, Weber had no difficulty in

establishing the fact that the valleys of the San Joaquin
and Sacramento were capable of becoming a paradise of
and flowers.

Similar work to that necessary here had been

done in the Landstuhler Bruch during his youth.

2 Tinkham,

Q£. cit., p. 55

In the
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environment of Steinwenden, the Kameralschule had had its
plots for seed experiments.

In the first winter in Califor

nia Charles Weber experimented with seeds at Sutter's Fort,
and this most successfully, thus making the place the first
garden spot of the Tulare valley.

Later, in his own home, he

experimented with every kind of seed or shrub that came to
his notice.
All American sources agree that the Webers' home on
the peninsula was the show place of Stockton.

Bayard Taylor

said 5
Captain Weber transformed a tract of land between two
sioughs into afgarden. ^gate opj-lnto^loftj
branches of a m e t h y s t aid chrysolite while on either hand
beds of roses fill the air with odor, there
delightful villa in existence. ?
The garden delighted visitors beyond measure. The walks were
waist deep in fuchsia and geraniums, and the pepper trees had
loose, misty boughs.

Tinkham concludes a lengthy report on

Charles Weber's interest in gardening by saying:"He is a
lover of plants and flowers."4

No county fair was complete

without Weber's exhibit of fruits, flowers, and shrubs.

^Bayard Taylor. El Dorado (New York: George Putnam,
1850), p. 77.
^Tinkham, 0£. cit., p« 79*
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He worked, when not otherwise employed, with his coat off
using spade and hoe in the garden of St. Agnes Academy.
Familiar with horticulture, Weber also created ar
tistic surroundings resulting from his cultivated taste.
This taste was developed in the little City of Homburg,
where Prince Max of Zveibrucken, the later King of Bavaria,
had built the largest and most beautiful country seat in
"Europe, with gardens, designed by the landscapes Skell and
Petri, which were referred to as "the miracle of the Karlsberg".
Many of the shrub3 and trees in his garden Weber
obtained from Japan and Europe.

Once he petitioned to the

City Council for authority to build a fence at the lower end
of the Peninsula to protect some ornamental trees.
Weber was particularly fond of trees.

Charles

Where the City of

Stockton now stands there was before a forest of oak trees.
Weber admired the park-like appearance of the oaks, and
during all his life he tried to protect the beautiful old
trees from being cut down by settlers for fuel or building
material.

And here again, it is interesting to note that

the City of Homburg has a tree in its coat of arms, and is
even today (1967) known as "The City of the Tree."
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The mill which Charles Weber operated in San Jose had
its counterpart in Steinwenden, belonging to his uncle.

POB-

sibly this was the place where Charles Weber "was in business.
Also, the parochial property in Steinwenden included a mill.
Here his uncle Engelmann, father of young Theodor Engelmann
who emigrated with him, was the local minister until his death
in 1855. The wheat which he grew in the San Joaquin County—
and he had visualized this possibility when he first rode
through the area—may have reminded him of the wheat fields
in the reclaimed Landstuhler Bruch.
The first name Charles Weber gave to the later City
of Stockton was Tuleburg,5

While the tule-crowded country

side attracted him and suggested the name, the latter part of
Tuleburg refers back to Homburg, thus combining memories of
both Steinwenden, situated in the Landstuhler Bruch, and
Homburg,
The eleven parks which Charles Weber deeded to the
City of Stockton render additional proof of his sense of
beauty and also of his farsightedness.

A provision was fade

5Hammond

cit., P- 17•
JhMs~
uammoiA and Morgan, op.
views—Weber never called his
CO;i?22 ^°TSletobut named it Stockton from the beginning,
settlement Tul
diSCUSs a letter which Weber drafted
?I; Eg&t 15, da'fit^ifa^'a^efedorltock?onfreoiul^ceaes ofSi 1M0'. and 1850'a" (when the city was
still known under the name of Tuleburg.)
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in the deed that they may not he converted to other use by
the city;-should this be attempted, the property would
revert tack to the Weber family.
At the end of a man's life he may well consider his
deeds and actions for what they are worth.

Obviously,

Charles Weber loved his home country, the Palatinate,
he would not have tried to recreate it in "Tuleburg."

He did

not boast about his success in the Hew World; otherwise his
parents would not have had to inquire about him, and even
tually send out a younger son to locate him.

That Charles

Weber's thoughts went bach to the Old Country more often than
he admitted to his family and others may he seen by a r p
of George Tinkham:
a -Hbrarv of books, many of them
Weber had quite a
of them printed in
classical German authors
r
along many lines.
3Chola
German. He was a we
little building just outHe would sit in his 0Jfic®'adinff| night after night,
side of his garden gate, reading, nig
all alone. 6
Although in 1861 Charles Weber planned to visit
Germany, he did not do so.

A disastrous flood kept him in

7
California.

Wge wnbham, ft a statement
cf. J. T. Aungst, 0£. cit., P« w

t0 Mr"

^Hammond and Morgan, o£. cit., p. 61.

''
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If there were still ties to his European past, why,
then, did he not keep in contact with his family?
Tinkham reports that Charles Weber read the news
every day after work, 8

Thus it nay be taken for granted that

he was aware of what was going on in the world, even though
he did not receive direct information by private correspon
dence.

Although 1848 was a turbulent year in California

history, it was even more turbulent in Europe.

No doubt

Charles Weber was informed—or informed himself—about the
abortive attempts of the liberals in Germany to set up a con
stitutional government for all Germany, with the King
Prussia as her emperor. 9

At this time, the Treaty of Guada

lupe Hidalgo had been ratified; California was United States
territory and approaching statehood.

Charles Weber could

soon expect to find in an agreeable environment what life in
Europe could not offer him, and what he had sought when he
"turned his thoughts to the home of the free.

8Tinkhain,

At this

0£. c i t . , p . 8 0

^Charles Weber may even have
Jerhaps'he^new of
member of the Frankfurt Assembly, and perhaps ne
lis untimely death.
10Tinkhaxn,

0£. c i t . - , p . 5 8 .
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point, Charles Weber may have made a final decision to stay
in California.11

He built a house on the Peninsula;

he

proposed to the young lady he had courted for many years; he
was baptized as a Catholic; and he named his growing settle
ment after an American commander, directly connected with
the conquest of the area.

Rather than retaining his "fancy"

and memory-laden name "Tuleburg" reminding him of the past,
he resorted to the present, the new life in California.
Was it then that Charles Weber abandoned all poli
tical interest?

His clerk, L. M. Cutting, reported that he

took no part in politics and never attended political mee
tings.12

It is known that he voted with the Republican

Party, but "he was not a politician and preferred to devote
himself to movements of the public good, without respect to
13
political ties or views".

StSS
8iJ£a.:-.S
from here to Louisiana."
12M.

Cutting, Statement for Thesis of J. T. Aungst, un
dated, in Aungst, o£. cit•, p. 149.
13Ibid.

During his early years in
Weber had taken an active part in the po i
idence
events of the time, in particular during his residence in
San Jose.
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Did Charles Weber attempt to suppress his German past?
There are hardly any documents available dating from *eber's
early days: in California giving evidence of his birth and
citizenship in Europe; when George Tinkham and F. T. Gilbert
began to compile information, it was in Weber's later years.
Undoubtedly his contemporaries questioned him about the facts,
and so it may be assumed that what they put into print is
what Weber wanted them to print.
were based on their findings.

Other, later statements

Most of the references indicate

Homburg (or Hombourg, or Hamburg, also Hamberg), Department
of Mont Tonnere, as the city of his origin, 14 and no mention
is made anywhere of Steinwenden, the actual birthplace of
Carl David Weber. 15

Many authors, relate this area to "the

reign of the Emperor Hapoleon I," 1 6

or have an added expla

nation: "which province the next year after the Battle

ic

1 is the only AmeriHammond and Morgan, op. ^i s 'uirthplace, except
t3te nw
e
can source using '
tQ t Record (July 31, 1962;
for earlier articles in the |toc|ton.£||§g^ y ^ 19 64;
February 16 , 1963i February 15, 19 4^
i t e r . s : visit to
March 27, 1964) in connection with the
Steinwenden and her findings.

^ ®^ S S S

yRftftwar

Historic Record Co., 1909) H» P* 5-
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Waterloo passed from the French Government into the Kingdom

17

of Bavaria."

On April 1, 1867, at 53 years of age, Charles Weber
gave as his country of nativity France to the San Joaquin
County Great Register of Voters of 1867.

An undated

pioneer biographical card on file with the California State
Library, filled in by Charles Weber's granddaughter Helen
Weber Kennedy, states as his birthplace "Romberg - Mont
Tonnere Rhine."19

Obviously, this is the way Charles Weber's

descendants know he would have wanted it to read: his home
city, situated in a French Department.
It appears that Carl David Weber while being at
tached to his home city of Homburg, and to the beautiful
area surrounding it, was averse to its administration and
government, to the reactionary and backward attitude of the
men in power, and this to such an extent that he distorted

17 An

illustrated History of San Joafluin^Califor
nia, (Chicago! The Lewis Publishing Co., 189077 p. 441.
18c<__

Toaouin County Great Register of Voters, 1867, at
the California St ate Library, Sacramento, Californ a.
19Pioneer

biographical card in files of California
State Library, Sacramento, California.
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the historical facts: when, asked about his country of nati
vity, he stated what he would have liked to have been true:
France»

20
In his adopted country, in his new home, he hoped to

find a combination of physical surroundings to his liking
as well as freedom of thought, democratic institutions, and
personal liberty.

To the disappointments he found in the

New World, its people and institutions, Charles Weber re
acted by secluding himself and by becoming overly sensitive.
In his History of California, Hubert Howe Bancroft
comments:
Weber was an intelligent, energetic.and honorable
verge of insanity, morbidly sensitive, avoiding h
felltow men.
There is nothing apparent in his record, ^kat of a
successful

man, vhS wis neither the author nor the^

victim of any great wrongs, to account
liarities. 21
there really nothing?

20There

does not seem to be any doubt that
Weber knew better: his history instruc ion
fl0_prench.
The'short-lived felTn of *£S£n did not restore French
administration inthe Palatinate.
21Hubert

Howe Bahoroft, His^ o£ Salif2EQia.
Francisco: A.L. Bancroft & Co., lStib), V, p.

<3ar'
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The picture of the young man from Germany who wanted
to be known as a Frenchman will only be complete when all
extant material is available to the public.

This is not yet

the case, neither in California nor in Germany.
0F

DJ*.

A descendant

Wirth, Dr. Regina Eunde-Wirth of Frankfurt, replied

to the writer's request for information:
I have to reply to your inquiry that at least in our
family there are such papers, and I possess copies packed
in some boxes, from my last moving. The boxes, however,
are still stored in the attic, and when it becomes 22
warmer, I will be happy to look for these documents.

22Dr.

Regina Bunde-V/irth, letter of January 51, 1964, to
the writer.
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